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WHY  PRAJA  RAJYAM?

After India became independent in 1947 and the Constitution was adopted on 26th November, 1949 we 

became a sovereign and democratic Republic. Though secularism and socialism were part of the 

Constitutional ethos, these words were made part of the peoples' aspirations only in 1976. We proposed, at 

the initial stage only, amongst others, to secure for all citizens socio, politico, economic justice and equality of 

status and opportunity. But unfortunately, this remains a mirage even now.

Andhra Pradesh is a rich State with poor people. We are bestowed with abundant wealth, both natural and 

human. With our vast resources we should be a land of prosperity and hope. Over the last six decades 

following Independence, the development and progress have reached only a thin layer of our people. We 

should have our rightful place in the 21st century. Lack of political will, bureaucratic apathy, unbridled 

corruption, popular indifference and hopelessness combined with failure of enforcement agencies due to  

vested political interests, have made universal prosperity a very distant dream.

Since its formation in 1956, Andhra Pradesh was ruled by the Congress Party for 37 years and Telugu Desam 

Party for 15 years. The Telugu Desam Party broke the monopoly of the Congress in 1983 and changed the 

political scenario. Till then, Congress had no challenger and Andhra Pradesh remained as a bastion of the 

Congress Party. Telugu Desam Party, which came into power in 1983, introduced a number of welfare 

measures like a kg of rice for Rs. 2, electricity supply at Rs. 50 for HP and massive housing scheme. It did not 

bother about developmental projects and infrastructure facilities but concentrated only on populist measures.

The Congress Party, which regained power in 1989, increased the price of rice to Rs. 3.50 per kg and altered 

many of the schemes introduced by Telugu Desam Party. Telugu Desam Party, which passed through several 

internal problems, faced the 1994 elections with the promise of Rs. 2 kg rice, introduction of prohibition and 

cheap power. It came back to power with a massive majority and Shri N. T. Rama Rao fulfilled these promises. 

But his regime was short-lived as Chandra Babu Naidu dethroned N.T.R. in 1995 and became Chief Minister. 

He received another mandate on his own in 1999, but lost power in the 2004 elections.

During the nine years of his rule, Chandra Babu Naidu reversed the programmes and policies adopted by Shri 

N.T. Rama Rao. He increased the price of Rs. 2 kg rice to Rs. 5 and lifted prohibition. He also imposed several 

taxes, enhanced the domestic electricity tariff, bus charges, registration charges etc. and tried to mobilize 

resources from all sources. Andhra Pradesh became the highest taxed State in the country.

He concentrated mainly on Information Technology sector. He flaunted one building and a few huts at 

Madhapur as 'High-tech City' and his development was confined only to the 14 kilometers stretch from 

Begumpet Airport to Madhapur. He tried to impress the foreign dignitaries with his lap-top presentations and 

received certificates from them. The hollowness of his development was exposed by one of the foreign 

visitors, the Singapore Prime Minister, who pooh-poohed the claims of Naidu and a Norwegian Minister went 
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to the extent of commenting that in his country if such type of claims were made, they would be sent to a mental 

hospital. The people of Andhra Pradesh also felt likewise and Naidu lost power in the 2004 elections. The 

shock he received is still there and Chandra Babu Naidu now desperately tries to come back to power through 

empty promises such as free supply of power for agriculture, free rice, free housing, etc. which he could not 

implement during the nine years of his rule. People refuse to believe him because of his track record. TDP now 

entered into an opportunistic electoral pact with the Left Parties and the TRS.

The Congress Government, under the Chief Ministership of Dr. Y. S. Rajasekhar Reddy, initially took several 

adventurist steps like taking up 80 irrigation projects simultaneously in the name of Jalayagnam, at a cost of 

over Rs. 2 lakh crores and several welfare schemes. But as the 2009 elections approach, Dr. Rajasekhar 

Reddy realised that his ambitious development projects, which remained incomplete, would not fetch votes 

and, therefore, half way took to individual-based welfare measures like old-age pensions, liberal issue of ration 

cards, housing, loans @ 25 paise interest and lately Aarogyasri, a health scheme for the benefit of poor 

people. As a consequence, the over all development of the State received a set back and the State is in a big 

debt trap. State’s debt doubled in the 4 1/2 years of Y.S.R. regime. Inadequate allocations to irrigation projects 

resulted in the projects being halted mid-way and the Chief Minister now looks to the Centre for financial 

assistance or permission to float loans to complete the projects. Several of his pet projects like Indiramma 

houses and Aarogyasri suffered from many loopholes, causing dis-satisfaction among the beneficiaries. 

Corruption - both political and administrative - has engulfed the whole State. Thousands of acres of land, 

mostly belonging to small and marginal farmers, have been allotted to big industrialists for Special Economic 

Zones (SEZ), etc. Many of them turned these lands into real estate business. The promised industries are 

nowhere in the picture. Volks Wagon, Ashok Leyland, Nokia Cellular, BMW etc. have gone to other States. 

Despite the Chief Minister's desperate attempts to woo various sections of the society through his daily 

announcements of largesses, dis-satisfaction is mounting. There are a large number of suicides by farmers, 

weavers and artisans. During the last 4 1/2 years, 5200 farmers and 522 weavers committed suicide. The 

youth is frustrated. There are atrocities on women and weaker sections.

Extremist and terrorist activities have disturbed the peaceful lives of the people. There is a general 

deterioration of law and order in the State. Andhra Pradesh has become the hiding and nourishing ground for 

extremists, including cross border terrorists. Hyderabad has been identified as epicentre of ISI activities. Every 

scam seems to have its roots in Andhra Pradesh.

The State has earned the dubious distinction of being a "highly unsafe State for women". The Chairman of the 

National Women's Commission has stated that A.P has recorded the highest number of cases of human rights 

violation against women. Rape and kidnap cases are continuously increasing.

The Chief Minister claims that A.P is the most progressive State where it is all milk and honey and people will 

vote for him because of the "development" he brought in. But the truth is different. According to the gradation of 

States by a popular magazine in regard to human resource development, and creation of infrastructure, A.P. 

stands at number 10 among the 15 big States.

In the past, when there were T.D.P. and Congress governments, democracy, in the true sense of the term, had 

been invisible. There was no transparency. The society has been torn asunder. There had been clear instances 

of ego-centric approaches. They deceived the poor, the BC, SC, ST and Minorities. There had been no 

sincerity in approaches to the poorer classes. Welfare schemes were launched to sub-serve their purpose.

An atmosphere of violence and unrest continues to subsist. The society was never allowed to develop on an 

even keel. The Government of the day unleashed only animosity. Social justice was a far cry, leave aside 
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economic and political justice. The poor remain the poor, leaving the rich richer. The society has been ridden 

with rampant corruption from top to bottom. It is made to believe that political power is only to earn money and 

not serve the cause of the people.

Over the past 60 years, successive governments have' contributed to the worsening of poverty. They have 

competed to politically encash the poverty they have created, building vote banks based on that. It is a tragedy 

that in the 21st century, most of our people do not have clean drinking water, toilets, education, health care and 

die from preventable minor illnesses. People have been pushed to queue for cheap rice to survive. 

Government handouts for health care, poor quality houses to shelter and chatties for education. Had the 

money that was intended for people, been spent on people, none of these would have been necessary.

Under the circumstances, people want a change and look forward to a new leadership. Padmabhushan 

Dr. Chiranjeevi has come forward to fulfil the people's aspirations. Lakhs of people in all the regions of 

the State have urged Dr. Chiranjeevi to join public life.

PRAJA  RAJYAM Party was launched with a big rally at Tirupati on 26th August, 2008. The uniqueness of this 

party is that it is the first time that people craved for a new political force rather than politicians angling for public 

support. Praja Rajyam Party stands for social justice and a change in the entire political, economic and 

social scenario of the State. Praja Rajyam believes in stability to bring in change, to bring in 

development, justice to the poor and opportunity to the deprived.

The vision of a political party is crucial for its existence and growth. Praja Rajyam is not just another political 

party jostling and chasing for governmental power. It is a massive movement that identifies itself with the 

hopes and aspirations, joys and sorrows of the common people of the State. The vision of the party is holistic, 

integrated and harmonious. Out of this vision, we seek the strength for the concepts of democracy and 

secularism. It is a synthesis of these concepts through which people of the State, to whichever region they 

belong, can achieve their goal of socio, political and economic justice with equality of status and 

opportunities, liberty of thought, expression, faith and worship. This is the vision for the Praja Rajyam Party.

THE  SOCIAL  JUSTICE  WE  OFFER

The concept of social justice involves improvement of the economic standard of the under-privileged, 

so as to enable them to join the ranks of the haves. It inculcates cultural and civilisational values and 

unity amongst all. It promotes accountability of the entire prevalent societal system. It means proper 

protection of the Constitutional provisions in the societal system in order to establish equality of status 

and opportunity.

The PRP will endeavour to promote a proper balanced economic growth of the State, so that a strong society is 

created. Economic policies, programmes and plans will be framed and implemented with the fundamental 

objective of promoting all-round development, alleviation of poverty and creation of employment 

opportunities.

A historical injustice has been done to the 80% of the people in our society by denying them equal status and 

equal opportunities. People belonging to S.C., S.T., B.C., Minorities, women and the poor among the upper 
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castes, in total the majority of population, who are subjected to oppression in social, economic, political and 

cultural fields now demand adequate participation and representation i n all fields to correct this injustice done 

to them.

They question why a few should enjoy the maximum opportunities while the majority suffers. They feel that 

justice would be done to them only when the political power is extricated from the monopoly of some castes 

and some families. Praja Rajyam symbolizes this urge of the majority op people. Social justice means a tool to 

remove all types of difference among the people.

Social democracy will emerge only from social justice to the people in social, economic and political fields. 

Political democracy will be stable only by strengthening social democracy. Social justice will pave the way to 

socialist justice.

Praja Rajyam party will endeavor to see that the fruits of development reach all the people of the state in an 

equitable manner; Government programmes and opportunities in education, health and employment cover 

the poor population of the state. It would earmark maximum funds in the state budget for the economic benefit 

of the weaker sections and improvement of their standard of life so that they reach the lever of "halves". It is the 

main agenda of Praja Rajyam. The party would frame constructive programmes for enhancement of the 

honour of oppressed sections in cultural and social spheres and to see that all communities live in unity.

Social  justice  through  Legislature:

Helping the deprived sections to enter Legislature will go a long way in achieving justice to these 

people. As of now, backward classes, which are nearly half of our population, are under-represented in 

the Legislature and are deprived of securing their due share. Between 1956 and 2008, there were 12 

elections to the A.P Legislature and Chief Ministers took oath on 27 occasions. Except for two years 

when a leader from the Scheduled Caste was the Chief Minister, rest of the time, the reigns of 

administration were held by forward castes. During the same period, 396 Ministers took the oath and 

275 of them, roughly 70%, belonged to the upper castes. Moreover, 46% of these posts were captured 

by only two castes. Only 30% posts went to other sections who are 80% of the population. Except in 

three Ministries, in the rest of the Ministries, important portfolios were held by the upper castes. Thus, 

though Ministerships were given to the weaker sections, real power lay elsewhere.

Praja Rajyam promises to rectify this imbalance.

Social  justice  through  governance:

Equally important is adequate representation for the weaker sections in the Panchayat Raj institutions 

like Zilla Parishads, Mandal Parishads and Village Panchayats. This enablement will further extend to all 

nominations or selections in autonomous institutions like Universities, Government Corporations and all other 

institutions fully or partly funded by the Government.

Empowerment  through  Employment:

Though reservations are available to the weaker sections in Government jobs, a thorough appraisal of 

the present situation would be made to ensure that the benefits of reservation reach those sections 

which are more backward among them. A detailed and scientific study of the beneficiaries would be made 

to identify those who require special attention. Enterprises which have been receiving government subsidies 
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of any kind -- land, power or tax subsidies -- would be required to give an undertaking that they would select 

boys and girls from these weaker sections and train them at their cost to make them employable in these 

enterprises. Where needed, the Government would bring them into an agreement committing them to an 

affirmative action.

Empowerment  through  education:

A determined effort would be made to identify those groups relatively more deprived like the 

communities which are on the move for their livelihood, by sending their children to residential schools, 

so that in one generation, they can be helped to transform their life styles.

At every stage brighter children in these groups would be identified and their higher education would be fully 

funded by the Government.

Empowerment  through  improved  incomes:

As many of those deprived sections are artisans, an effort would be made to improve their productivity 

and thereby get better returns for their products or services by organizing them into professional 

groups, energizing their tools and enabling them to become service providers to manufacturing 

companies. Services of professional trainers would be utilized to upgrade the skills of artisans in 

established training centres.

THE  CHANGE  WE  PROMISE

n Praja Rajyam promises to bring about changes in the socio-economic picture of the State, as indicated 

below:

The change Praja Rajyam wishes to bring about is to end the all pervading corruption in Government and 

establish a corruption free society. The change Praja Rajyam Party wants to bring about is to control the 

law and order and provide security for the lives and properties of the people. The change is to put an end 

to the atrocities on women and provide complete security for them. The change is to strengthen the local 

self Government and bring about "Gram Swaraj".

The change is to give a helping hand to the old and challenged. The change is to ensure that the fruits of 

development from the one lakh crore State budget are equitably distributed among all the people. The 

change will be in protecting the interests of the state by getting its due share from the centre irrespective 

of the political affiliations. The change is to support by all means, the handicrafts, which have lost their 

hundreds of years of glorious history and are now languishing. The change is to develop the minorities 

without using them as vote banks.

n We will attempt to change the political culture itself by bringing decency in public life and order in 

Legislature.

n We promise to change the way the deprived sections of our society regard themselves. They will 

no longer be mere beneficiaries, but will be part of the governance and shape their own destinies. 
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They will be made to realise that what is given to them as benefits is actively their due share and not 

a dole from those in power.

n We promise to empower the people and their representatives in the Panchayat Raj Institutions. They will 

not be petitioners at Government offices any longer; instead, they will have the power and resource to 

solve their own problems.

n We promise to safeguard the properties of the Government, which are, in fact, properties of the people, 

and we will not sell government land to businessmen and industrialists, as the present Government has 

been doing, depriving the poor and middle classes of shelter in our cities and towns. We shall be the 

custodians of public properties and not land grabbers. We shall review all land allotments made during 

the last 15 years, and take back lands allotted in excess and pay appropriate compensation to the 

farmers.

n Our public security standards will be improved to curb thefts, dacoities and snatchings. Our girls 

shall not be teased on streets and women from vulnerable sections would not be exploited. Eve-

teasers and rapists will be firmly dealt with by bringing suitable changes in the statute.

n Factional violence will be put down with a firm hand.

n Police will not pick up people from homes and eliminate them on the pretext of 'self-defence', as often 

claimed. There will be no fake-encounters. The Human Rights Commission would be strengthened 

and enabled to take note of all custodial and encounter deaths and deal with them firmly.

n We promise that our middle classes would be saved from the back-breaking cost of living. Prices 

of essential commodities would be strictly controlled. There will be a review of the high taxes and 

the rates of essential items.

n We will ensure that our youth are empowered and brought into productive mainstream. Women would 

become the central pillars of development plan and empowerment agenda. Placing women high on the 

social pedestal would be our aim.

n We promise to our sisters that the drinking habits of their husbands will be sternly dealt with. We 

will abolish all belt-shops immediately. Starting with strict control on drinking and the number of 

liquor shops, we will gradually move towards total prohibition in phases.

n We will create a conducive atmosphere in which there will be no suicides by the farmers, weavers 

and other artisans. Farmers will no longer look to the Government for remunerative prices. Support 

prices will be announced much before the crop comes into the hands 'of the farmers.

Farmers will no longer suffer from lack of inputs like seeds and fertilizers.

n Our party pledges to uphold and protect the fundamental and religious freedoms of all citizens of the 

State. It pledges to provide an honest, transparent, accountable government that represents the 

aspirations and hopes of its entire people.

These and many more changes are indicated in the Chapters following.
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AGRICULTURE

nAgriculture Department has become a regulatory department instead of being a developmental 

department (Extension). Agriculture is being manned by about 10 Departments/Ministries in 

Government of India. Many a time, they are working at cross purposes, thereby badly affecting the 

farmers. To bring co-ordination among the existing departments, Praja Rajyam will recommend to the 

Government of lndia for creation of a Nodal Agency.

nThe farmer is not getting a remunerative price for his produce. The Agricultural Costs and Prices 

Commission at the Centre announces support prices very late, normally after the crop has been 

harvested and the farmer resorts to distress sales through middlemen. Praja Rajyam will appoint a 

State-level Agricultural Prices Commission so as to indicate support prices to the Central 

Commission and the State Govt. for the market support if required.

nAt present, the Marketing Department is confined only to collecting the Cess. In all other States, Cess is 

used for development of marketing. However, in our State the collected Cess is remitted to treasury and is 

used for all other purposes except for the desired purpose. We will ensure that Cess is used for marketing 

only.

nModernised Post Harvesting Technologies with ISI standards will be introduced to create value addition 

as well as employment in rural area. PRP Govt. will set up farm equipment / machinery at all Mandal 

headquarters, so that farmers can take them on rent at subsidized rates.

nAll existing restrictions on sale, storage, procurement, marketing, movement and transport of agro 

commodities will be removed. The producer will also be encouraged to market his produce with 

the help of proper market information system.

Power

nRural areas will be given uninterrupted power on a par with urban areas. Free power to farmers will 

continue. The transmission lines and distribution lines will be strengthened to meet this demand. The 

cost of transformers and line charges will be borne by the Government. Quality power will be given for 10 

hours to farmers.

Seeds

nPRP will bring in Seed Village Concept, Breeder and Foundation seeds produced by the Agricultural 

University, as well as other Research Centres, will be supplied to farmers which will be multiplied by them 

for sale to the local farmers.

nPraja Rajyam will evaluate and procure the required seeds. And fertilizers Mandal-wise and stock them 

by March / April so that they are made available to all distribution centers by May.

Credit:

nThe outstanding crop loans will be converted into key loans as soon as the harvesting is complete, 

if the produce is stored and pledged to the respective Banks. This will enhance the holding power 

of the farmer till he gets a competitive price.
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nEvery farm holding should be eligible to procure loan from any State agency, to avoid exploitation by 

private money lenders. Responsibility will be fixed on the district administration to enumerate and 

implement.

nAt present, the Co-operative department has collapsed. Praja Rajyam makes. it a point to retrieve the co-

operative system from the political cobweb to realize, both in letter and spirit, the provisions of the Act.

nWe will bring in a new Act for Cooperative sector loans. Because of loopholes in the 1964 and 1995 Acts, 

all cooperatives are presently being exploited by politicians who are killing the cooperative principles. In 

these circumstances, agricultural cooperatives cannot sustain on their own resources and need public 

funds, whereas the other cooperatives sustain on their own. Hence a unified legislation is needed for 

cooperatives, which can give impetus for their growth and smooth functioning.

nInterest charged by NABARD will be subsidized by the Government for all farm loans.

nPRP government will waive the loans raised from the cooperatives in the event of death of farmers.

Crop Insurance:

nWe will make it crop insurance and not crop loan insurance. It will cover all crops, including commercial 

crops, with village as a unit. Premium will be borne by Central and State Governments.

nAll cold storages will be insured and power supplied to them would be subsidized.

Farmer's Pension cum Insurance Scheme:

n"Praja Rythu Bandhu" A pension-cum-Insurance scheme will be started for all the farmers in the State. 

This scheme will start at the age of 21 years of the farmers. Under this scheme, the farmer will contribute 

Rs.50 per month and the Government will give a matching contribution of Rs. 50 Payment of monthly 

pension will begin at the age of 55 years. The deposited amount and bonus will be paid to the nominee.

Others:

nAndhra Pradesh Agricultural Labourers and Farmers (Social security and Welfare) Board will be formed 

for smooth implementation of the welfare schemes for agricultural labourers, small farmers, registered 

tenants and their dependants.

nExtension activity - We will fill up the vacancies by employing Agriculture Officers/Diploma holders. All the 

Adarsh Rythus employed by the Congress Government will be removed and replaced by qualified 

Extension employees. Extension activity will be carried on by qualified employees only.

nExtension surveys will be augmented and strengthened and modem technology will be made available 

to farmers.
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nA comprehensive strategy for the State will be formulated and implemented to ensure coordination of 

agricultural development with conservation, environment, afforestation, waste land development, water 

resources management, forest lands and common property resource management, including grazing 

on community lands.

nRecognising the seriousness of eco-degradation, high priority will be given to improving soil productivity 

and potential.

nThe Governments, over the years, had been exploiting the agriculturists for sustaining their food subsidy 

schemes. Frequent failure of monsoon, rising costs of agricultural wages, fertilizers, pesticides and other 

inputs, absence of any effective crop insurance, totally inadequate assistance and absence of 

professional advice from the Government agencies have made 'agriculture a difficult profession to 

pursue. There have been any number of cases of farmers committing suicides. PRP is determined to 

undo this state of affairs and will devise ways and means to obviate this situation.

nThe PRP will help mechanise agriculture operations and transform the rural youth into agri-technicians. 

This will improve the productivity and consequently the wages of workers to make farming an occupation 

with reasonable income.

nWe will establish Market Stabilisation Fund of Rs. 500 crores to come to the rescue of agriculturists 

so as to enable them withstand vagaries in market, in the interest of both agriculturists and 

consumers.

nRythu Bazars will be reorganized as Modem Market Places; there will not be a collection of road-side 

vendors as they are now.

nAgriculture and Irrigation departments would work hand in hand to ensure effective utilization of irrigation 

sources.

AGRO-INDUSTRIES:

nA massive thrust will be provided to food processing and other agro processing industries to increase the 

income of the farmers and augment employment opportunities.

nPraja Rajyam wants to create employment in the rural areas to augment the income of the rural folk, both 

agriculturist and agricultural labour. In that direction, it encourages diversion of the agro-based industries 

from urban to rural areas and thereby encourages reverse migration by creating all necessary physical 

and social infrastructures.

nPower subsidy and incentives in the form of tax subsidies are a must for agro based industries to 

encourage and motivate them for value addition to fetch a better price.

nTo prevent losses, as high as 30 to 40%, post harvest facilities will be subsidized by increasing the 

subsidy on cold storages to 50% from the present 25%.

nAgro industry will be encouraged, preferably in the area of production. Value addition is a must for 

remunerative price and rural employment.
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HORTICULTURE, PISCICULTURE AND SERICULTURE

Horticulture:

nOur neighbouring State, Karnataka encouraged horticulture activities in the form of providing cold 

storages, green houses and other infrastructure facilities for fruits and flowers' storage. In this, expertise 

from newly carved Horticulture University in our State may be utilized to help farmers in augmenting 

production.

nCold storages in private sector are doing well. However, our State does not have enough facilities for 

storage of flowers and other perishable goods. Lack of proper storage facilities is the main drawback for 

development of floriculture. Cold storage facilities will be further increased.

nIn view of the escalation of costs of components of the micro irrigation system, so far unit costs have not 

been revised. Therefore, to make the micro irrigation system more effective and practical, we propose to 

enhance the eligible subsidy to each farmer upto Rs. one lakh from the present Rs. 50,000. Farmers are 

eligible to an extent of 90% of subsidy on unit cost as against 70%. All the approved micro irrigation 

project companies will be forced and made responsible for maintenance of the system for two years 

failing which penal clause will be enforced strictly.

nHorticulture Research Centre will be established near Sompeta of Srikakulam District.

Pisciculture:

The conditions of 14 lakh fishermen in our State are deplorable as they are exposed to frequent attacks of 

cyclone. At the same time, catches also got reduced drastically. There are only a few temporary huts in coastal 

areas which are exposed to vagaries of monsoon. Even the existing dwelling houses do not have protected 

water supply and electricity resulting in very bad hygiene and health conditions, Even approach roads do not 

exist, leading to lack of medical support for their colonies. Education does not almost exist in colonies. PRP will 

undertake the following for the benefit of pisciculture.

nWe will set up cold storages through MPEDA in all districts.

nLoans at low interest will be provided for purchase of mechanized boats and nets.

nWe will recognize the virus affecting the fish. Research stations will be set up in this regard.

nCage culture will be encouraged to enhance the catches.

nCold chains will be developed for perishable fish products.

nSeparate landing decks will be provided for fishermen.

nFish markets will be developed.

Sericulture:

nIn A.P State, sericulture activity is mostly concentrated in Anantapur and Chittoor districts and, to some 

extent, in Kurnool and Kadapa Districts. In places like Visakhapatnam, West Godavari and other districts 

only a few hundred acres are cultivated. Because of Government support in Karnataka State cocoons are 

being sold at a higher rate of Rs.150 -160 per kg, whereas in our State, the rate is around Rs. 120 per kg. 



Because of corporal lobbies, the silk rate is not increasing in AP. Moreover, good quality silk from China, at 

much less price, is being dumped on our markets. PRP will promote sericulture.

nThe productivity per 100 dfl is low in AP. SERIFED is almost defunct in our State, except being managed 

by a few officials. Moreover, Dy. Commissioner of Industries (Handlooms) of Govt of India is playing a 

minor role in A.P. At present, only one automatic reeling machine of 1000 kgs/day is available in Jangaon 

of Warangal District, though it does not have much silk producing area around. Hence, at least two more 

automatic reeling machines in private sector are to be located in the districts of Anantapur and Chittoor 

where the silk industry already exists.

Poultry:

a) Poultry activities are an added incentive to small and marginal farmers to prevent them from 

migrating. All poultry farms below 2000 birds will be given power subsidy. Such poultry farms will be 

treated on par with agricultural activities.

b) PRP will encourage export of eggs. It will insist on providing sea freight subsidy by the Government of 

India for export of table eggs to achieve a better price for the farmer.

Dairy:

LAND  MANAGEMENT

nThe objective of the Party is to give two and a half acres of wet land or 5 acres of dry land to the poor 

S.C., S.T., B.C. and economically backward classes in the name of women and assess them to 

integrated development of the land allotted.

nGovernment will not acquire any land fit for agriculture to benefit private industrial houses. Existing 

allotments made for SEZs and other industries will be reviewed.

nOnly in compelling circumstances for public purposes acquisition of lands cultivated by SC & STs will be 

resorted to. Such land acquired will be adequately compensated preferably with land only.

nThe present policy of selling away vast tracts of government lands to industries and business houses 

would be given up. As a rule, government land would not be sold; instead, land would be given on

33 years' lease, so that it can be resumed when an industry or enterprise fails or moves away. There will be 

a clause to extend the lease, based on the prevailing market value. The present practice of people 

benefiting from the re-sale of government land would be discontinued. A commission will be appointed to 

inquire into all such allotments during the last 15 years.

PRP will encourage dairying as a cottage industry and bring in a revolutionary programme for every district.

Marketing mechanism will be streamlined.  More collection centres will be established to ensure better 

realization for their milk and its products.  Small entrepreneurs will be encouraged to set up milk based 

small/medium industries.  Cooperatives will also be encouraged for the benefit of the milk producers and to 

minimize the role of middlemen.
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nA drive will be launched to establish accurate and easily verifiable land records and to update them 

periodically.

nResurvey of land will be carried out.

nFor registration of land by the registration Dept., there should be clearance regarding the status of land 

from the revenue department in urban areas.

IRRIGATION

Our State is blessed with perennial rivers of Godavari and Krishna and other 37 rivulets. The prevailing system 

of construction of irrigation projects was abolished and in its place EPC (Engineering Procurement and 

Construction) has been introduced. Without proper estimates, designs, project reports and the contractors 

are classified to undertake various packages.

Pre-qualification of contractors and consortiums, wherever required, should be cautiously adhered to, not to 

discourage healthy competition for competitive bidding. The EPC system was supposed to save delay, as well 

as prevent escalation of costs. Neither of the aims of the system has been achieved. There is no quality control 

and designs are changed arbitrarily, additional expenditure is added with continued delays, and thereby none 

of the projects is complete. Added to this, several projects are embroiled in legal battles or inter-state disputes. 

Even land acquisition is yet to be completed in many projects. Relief and Rehabilitation is totally ignored.

There is neither administrative nor financial control over the contractors. In the name of mobilization advance, 

thousands of crores of rupees have been given to the contractors which many of them diverted to real estate 

and non-productive purposes violating the existing rules and regulations for advancing mobilization advance. 

There are charges of huge kickbacks to those who matter.

Praja Rajyam will institute an enquiry into the malpractices involved in irrigation projects. It will employ 

experts to assess the progress of the various on-going projects to enable it to fix priorities while 

completing the projects. Praja Rajyam assures that it will complete all the projects in a phased manner 

in a cost-effective manner.

nA comprehensive policy will be developed for water management and command area development.

nThe PRP Govt. will not collect water tax from the farmers.

nDrinking water supply will be integrated with irrigation projects to ensure supply of drinking water to 

adjacent areas.

nAll Irrigation canals will be modernized deepening  and desilting will be undertaken for canals and tanks, 

bunds will be strengthened.

nFloods will be controlled through appropriate flood control measures and improvement of drainage 

systems. Steps will be taken to increase irrigation efficiency through modernization of facilities.

nPRP will improve the holding capacities of the existing reservoirs and create new ones. All efforts will be 

made to give equal attention to major, medium and minor irrigation projects with the aim of storing rain 
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water to ensure that our agricultural and drinking water needs are met even in lean monsoon years and 

ground water levels are maintained.

nOur Government would make substantial allotments to minor irrigation and transfer all the funds to the Zilla 

Parishads. This effectively involves local administration in maintaining and improving their minor irrigation 

tanks for proper utilization of surface water and sustain ground water levels.

POWER

nWe promise to provide 24 hrs uninterrupted supply of power in domestic sector in a phased

manner.

nAdequate cost-effective and quality power will be given to all.

nUnderground cable for electricity will be provided in coastal areas to prevent power breaks during

cyclones and heavy rains.

nFree power to agriculture will continue for five hours during day time and for five hours at night

nFree power will be given to huts and all SC, ST and BC colonies in rural areas.

nFree power will be given to cottage industries and to artisans for better productivity.

nPower will be given at 50% cost to all rural households.

nEnergy audit will be done at sub-station level.

nPRP Govt. will see that farmer is paid compensation of Rs. 200/- per day, if repairs are not carried out 

within 24 hours to a failed agricultural transformer.

nPRP will give encouragement to development of non-conventional energy.

nWe will undertake a campaign for energy conservation.

nWe will review all power purchase agreements so far concluded.

RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Our high priority area will be rapid development of rural infrastructure. We recognize that the principal reason 

for population migration from rural to urban areas is for jobs, health and education. These issues have to be 

addressed first.

We would encourage industry and support agriculture. Industries would be given substantial incentives in 

terms of land and subsidies to set up in semi rural areas / MandaI head quarters. With improved roads and 

communications, this becomes possible. Local people would be trained in necessary skills. These training 
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centers would be set up at every district and Mandal headquarters. Relatively lower costs of infrastructure and 

labour would make these industries more competitive.

nEvery agricultural worker will be provided employment during off season through NREGP.

nAll Self Help Groups (SHG) will be funded by the National Bank for Rural Development and PRP will 

concentrate on training and upgrading of their skills at mandaI level, so that there will be a regular 

generation of income.

nMarketing of their products will be given topmost priority and not as a name-sake activity. Regular Melas 

will be conducted half yearly at State level and monthly/quarterly at District level.

nSpecialized skill upgradation tutors will be engaged to improve the quality of products to facilitate their 

export.

nAll SHGs will be insured for Health and Life. Premium will be paid by the State Government.

nAll Fair Price Shops will be run by women belonging to SHGs, thus generating additional income.

nSafe drinking water will be provided at all fluoride-affected areas.

nThe aim of Praja Rajyam is to see that there will be no homeless people after 10 years. All houses, 

left incomplete by the policy of the present Government, will be completed.

nRural roads will be developed.

nSafe drinking water will be provided to all households.

nDrainage and sanitation will be given top priority.

PANCHAYAT  RAJ

nThe present Panchayat Raj system of 5 tiers governance will be converted into 3 tier system and 

necessary changes will be made in the states.

nDirect elections will be held for P.R. bodies on non-party basis.

nAll powers as per 73rd and 74th Constitutional Amendments, not so far transferred, will be transferred and 

implemented by the local bodies.

nLocal fund audit will be conducted half yearly for all the funds spent by local bodies, and social audit will be 

conducted once in six months by the Gram Sabhas in the presence of a government official.

nLocal bodies' revenues will be augmented.

nSelection of beneficiaries of all Government schemes will be totally entrusted to the elected local bodies.
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GRAM SWARAJ - DISTRICT GOVERNMENTS

A.P State, which was known for its well established administrative traditions till a few years ago, witnessed a 

severe erosion of systems in the last 15 years, leading to enormous corruption in administration and 

unprecedented personal gain for both the politician and the administrator, resulting in huge swindling of 

taxpayers' money.

It shall be the endeavour of PRP Government to create a correctional mechanism and ensure systematic 

improvements, as recommended by the various Administrative Reforms Commissions.

Though the Constitution makes provision for a people-centred administration, involving the Zilla Parishads 

and Municipalities, we are still continuing in the old colonial style with the executive powers vested in a 

hierarchy of officers, and public representatives petitioning them for help. Over the years, the administration 

has come to be centralized and unresponsive because the local bodies have been deprived of their initiative. 

We have to bring about a radical change in. the situation and create what may be called District Governments, 

giving them functional freedom and supporting them with budgetary allocations in respect of the subjects 

allotted to them. The role of the State Government would be essentially policy formulation, devising 

appropriate programmes, schemes or projects, monitoring progress and intervention, where needed, 

through supervisory officers, while the District Governments will be given total responsibility for 

implementation. This would usher in a new era of responsive government most of the local problems would be 

solved by local people through their elected representatives and the petitionary culture and attendant delays 

and corruption, now prevailing, would be changed.

According to the above, public and civil services would be clearly identified. Civil services will function directly 

under the State Government and public services would be accountable to the local Government. To illustrate. 

services like education, health, fire services, police etc. would be accountable to the District Governments for 

their performance.

Local governments will control all infrastructure. sanitation. water management, roads, libraries and buildings. 

State government would provide technical, logistical and financial support to local bodies.

There are 29 subjects under which local bodies could exercise their administrative control. The officers 

working in these departments would be brought under local bodies, while the Government would only monitor 

the development and welfare programmes. There would be a Finance Commission to decide on periodic 

devolution of funds by the Legislature directly to the local bodies. So far. only 10 subjects have been 

transferred to the local bodies. PRP will bring this devolution into the annual State Budget.

In spite of the Constitutional amendment. A.P has made very little or minimal progress in this area. Our local 

bodies are starved of funds and do not have much work to do. Instead of empowering them, both the present 

and the previous Government have been depending on the official machinery to execute the programmes, 

leading to corruption, delays and pilferage of funds down the line. While the allocations in the State Budget are 

impressive, they have not made any significant difference to the ground situation.
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Municipal  Administration:

There is a constant migration of people from the rural to the urban areas in search of employment, education 

and medical facilities. In our State, the urban population would equal to the rural population in the next four or 

five years. This could call for orderly development of our towns with all civic amenities that would compensate, 

in some measure, for the loss of the rural world. Instead, we do not have many towns that provide for minimum 

urban facilities like safe drinking water, good public transport, pavements, parks, play grounds, parking areas, 

well-organised market places etc. It is because the local municipal bodies and the elected representatives 

have no powers or resources to shape their own towns and do not operate with the autonomy they need to 

function efficiently.

There are 18 subjects which, according to the Constitution, are supposed to be transferred to the 

municipalities and Municipal Corporations and a number of subjects are yet to be transferred to the municipal 

bodies. PRP will immediately transfer the remaining subjects.

URBAN  DEVELOPMENT

nUrban development has to be planned and controlled so that it is safe for people to live in our cities. Our 

current uncontrolled and exponential growth of our cities puts unbearable strain on the environment, 

housing, sanitation, water supply and services.

nPraja Rajyam Party attaches the highest priority to transform our urban areas into futuristic societies by 

providing high quality service and civic amenities with universal access to all the citizens. The cities will be 

converted into slum-free, citizen-friendly, well-governed and environmental friendly areas. To address the 

infrastructure and service delivery gaps, PRP will prepare development plans for all the cities and towns 

for their planned growth.

nPotable drinking water will be provided to all sections in the urban areas and PRP will take steps to 

augment drinking water sources. The water supply coverage and access to public water supply will be 

enhanced to hundred per cent by 2014 in all cities and towns.

nThe PRP will establish Water Regulatory Authority to facilitate and monitor water supply issues.

nThe highest priority will be given to the development of road infrastructure in the urban areas. The 

condition of roads, both in cities as well as in municipalities and small towns, will be improved and steps 

taken to decongest roads, remove encroachments and provide pedestrian facilities.

nRoad infrastructure facilities, such as fly-overs, foot over-bridges, sub-ways, foot paths and efficient 

traffic management through "Urban Traffic Control System" will be provided.

nSpecial hawking zones will be provided for hawkers and hawking licenses will be issued.

nSeparate Road Development Authority will be constituted to develop all State Highways into four 

lane-roads. Separate Revolving Fund will be set up. All National Highways will be converted into 

six lane ones by following up with the Central Government.
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nA large population is not covered by sanitation facilities in our urban areas due to lack of well-established 

sewer system. For example, in the Greater Hyderabad Municipal Corporation area, out of 10 

Municipalities, only one is connected to underground sewerage system which accounts for about 20% 

coverage in surrounding municipalities. Steps will be taken to provide underground sewerage in all the 

municipalities. Sewerage distribution network and treatment plants will be established.

nSteps will be taken to set up Water Re-cycling and Re-use Plants.

nPRP will try to provide an environmental-friendly and sustainable waste management system in all our 

urban areas, with complete safe disposal facilities.

nPRP will try to provide safe, reliable, eco-friendly and speedy transport system in all our urban areas, such 

as, Bus Rapid Transit System, LRTS, Mono Rail, etc.

nFormation of a unified and integrated Metropolitan Transport Authority in our cities will be given 

priority. The fleet of buses will be increased.

nEfforts will be made to enforce appropriate water pollution-related laws, ordinances and regulations.

nWith about 1/3rd of the population in our cities and municipalities living in slums, urban poverty is a major 

issue confronting our local bodies. Lack of infrastructure facilities in the slum areas is hitting the poor 

hardest. PRP will take up social welfare programmes and alleviation of urban poverty programmes in the 

slum areas.

nThe vision of PRP is to make our cities and towns devoid of slums by 2020. To achieve this goal, Slum 

Development Authority will be established to rehabilitate slum dwellers. Meanwhile, steps will be taken to 

improve basic infrastructure in slum areas, such as roads, sewer lines, community latrines, street lights, 

piped drinking water supply, community centres, schools and sanitation facilities.

nGovernance in urban local bodies is affected by multiplicity of agencies, PRP will streamline the 

procedures to speed up building plan approvals, so as to issue the sanctioned plans within 15 days by 

cutting red-tapism so as to give fillip to mass housing.

nTo provide affordable housing and reduce the housing prices, non-agricultural assessment in urban 

areas will be scrapped and stamp duty reduced to 5% from the present 9.5%.

nDevelopmental Charges and Impact Fee will be lowered and VAT on construction material will be 

reduced.

nEmployment Guarantee Scheme will be applied to all the BPL families in urban areas also and it will 

be implemented through Govt. agencies and local bodies.

nTo provide housing to the common man, government lands will be provided for mass Housing 

Schemes and houses will be provided at between Rs.5-10 lakhs.
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INDUSTRIES

nPRP will take necessary steps to restore health to the industrial sector. It will pursue a sound policy 

framework encouraging entrepreneurship, development of capital markets, simplification of the 

regulatory system, bringing in new technology, if possible, and increasing competitiveness for the benefit 

of the common man.

nIndustrial development is not just laying foundation stones but real projects. By adopting a planned and 

controlled policy of urban development, urban infrastructure we can more effectively support industrial 

development.

nBy improving infrastructure in smaller towns the commercial and industrial growth is encouraged in the 

periphery. This model thrives on lower costs and makes them more competitive. Our Govt. would 

subsidize such investments.

nIn order to improve connectivity, which in turn translates into investment and employment, we would 

examine development of ports in all locations in our State with excellent road connectivity along with 

regional airports, with public private partnership.

nWe will support our industry with simplified license and trade procedure, less bureaucracy that stifles their 

initiative. An empowered body that governs industrial planning and policy will be set up comprising 

industry representatives.

nWe will invest in creating the environment to encourage entrepreneurs from other States and overseas to 

set up industries and businesses here. We would place highest priority on making our State most 

industrial in the country.

nWhile encouraging our industries, there would be no compromise in firmly dealing with industries that 

flout the law, pollute, break industrial and good working norms and risk the life and limb of employees. 

Ensuring safety at work of every employee becomes an absolute responsibility of the employer.

nA comprehensive entrepreneurship development programme will be launched for developing the youth 

and the weaker sections.

nSteps will be taken to identify the raw-materials available in our State and useful for setting up of 

industries. Detailed Project Reports will be got prepared for establishment of industries by utilising 

these raw-materials.

nThe Krishna-Godavari Basin is now being explored by ONGC, Reliance Industry and Gujarat Gas 

Corporation. A Gas/Oil Corporation will be set up by A.P Government itself in order to ensure that 

the Gas/Oil found is utilised by A.P. first and foremost. Even the present system of royalty given by 

the above three Corporations will be reviewed. Though this may be considered as national wealth, 

A.P should have a major share in these matters. Gas will be supplied to various areas in the State 

through pipe lines.

nThe employment requirement in the industries will be studied and the available persons in the State given 

training to fit into these jobs.
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nTraditional industries, which employ a large work force in the rural areas, will be given special assistance 

by way of technology upgradation and improved productivity.

nThe Party will provide its support to the small-scale industries, so that they flourish in an environment of 

economic efficiency and continuous technological upgradation. Subsidy in power tariff will be given to 

SSI units. Special priority will be given to village industries as an improved source of income for the rural 

poor.

nThe Party will strongly support the growth and expansion of service sector.

nWe will effectively implement the single-window system for industries.

nExport opportunities will be explored with new designs. Good marketing experts will be appointed from 

private sector to help proper production in the handloom sector.

nA system of adoption of villages by large industries like BHEL, Visakha Steel Plant, ONGC, Reliance etc. 

for total development of the viIIages in the area they are situated, will be encouraged.

nPRP will not privatize service sector organizations like R.T.C. and essential industries like 

Singareni Collieries.

INFRASTRUCTURAL  DEVELOPMENT  AND  REGIONAL  BALANCE

nPRP will take steps for removal of he growing regional imbalances, both among regions as well as within 

the districts.

nUnderdevelopment is often the source of regional disparities and conflict, which is fuelled by political 

opportunism. We believe in fair and equitable share of resources with additional impetus on the 

development of underdeveloped regions. We would set up independent, empowered regional 

development bodies constituted by legislators representing those regions who have special powers to 

develop their regions.

nPRP declares that it would turn round the economic growth of the State by improving physical 

infrastructure and also improving quantity and quality of social sector infrastructure and attend to the 

issue of regional disparities. It will introduce incentives for entrepreneurs to set up industries in backward 

districts like Adilabad, Anantapur and Srikakulam.

nPRP attaches the highest priority to the development and expansion of physical infrastructure like roads, 

State highways, ports, power, railways, airports, inland water-ways etc for improving the transportation 

network. Priority will be given to laying roads in villages to connect them to State and National Highways.

nThe Ports and Port expansion works under execution, viz, Krishnapatnam, Vodarevu, Machlipatnam, 

Gangavaram etc. will be reviewed.

n Telecom  network will be expanded in the State.
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nCommercial and industrial infrastructure such as IT parks, industrial estates, new townships, industrial 

cluster development, etc. will be given encouragement and necessary support. While PRP is not against 

the Special Economic Zones, it will not resort to acquisition of thousands of acres of agricultural lands for 

the purpose of SEZs, depriving small and marginal farmers of their livelihood. An autonomous institution 

would be established to decide on the extent of land tracts for enterprises.

nLarge tracts of land are being acquired for housing, industries and infrastructure development. While this 

is inevitable to a certain extent, what is questionable is the way the Government made agencies like 

Infrastructure Corporation and Urban Development Agencies exploit land owners, mostly small farmers. 

It will be the aim of PRP to make the farmers, affected by land acquisition, stakeholders in development.

FOR  THE  WELFARE  OF  WEAKER  SECTIONS

All welfare schemes, meant for weaker sections, now under execution, will be continued. Praja Rajyam Party 

will provide the following benefits and facilities to various sections of the populace who deserve special 

consideration:

a)Rural housing:

As against the present unit cost of Rs. 54,000/- maximum in rural areas, including bank loans, it will be 

increased to Rs. 80,000/- per unit, details of which are given below:

Subsidy - Rs. 14,500

Beneficiary's contribution - 500

Govt. Loan - 45,000

(The government loan will be interest free)

Bank Loan - 20,000

Total Rs. 80,000

b)Urban housing:

The present unit cost of Rs. 73,000/- in urban areas, including bank loan, will be enhanced to

Rs.1,00,000/- the details of which are given below:

Subsidy - Rs. 13,000

Beneficiary's contribution - 2,000

Govt. Loan - 60,000

(The government loan will be interest - free)

Bank Loan - 25,000

Total - Rs. 1,00,000
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(c)Subsidy of Cooking Provisions:

The PRP Government will arrange to sell kitchen goods at a subsidised price of Rs. 100 per packet to 

all white card holders for a family of five every month. Each packet will consist of 25 kgs rice, one kilo 

dal, one kilo cooking oil, one kilo salt and half kilo tamarind.

(d)Subsidised Cloth:

Two sarees and two dhoties will be given to each family of husband and wife, per year at subsidized 

rates. The scheme will not only be beneficial for the poor people, but will also provide large-scale 

employment in the hand loom sector.

SCHEDULED  CASTES

The progress or welfare of SC and Tribes is an article of faith with the PRP. The party contemplates the following 

steps for the welfare of SCs:

a) The Scheduled Castes and Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities Act) will be properly and fully implemented. 

Caution will be taken not to allow its misuse as a political weapon.

Atrocity cases will be entrusted to competent private lawyers. Special courts will be constituted in the 

remaining districts to dispose of the pending cases within a period of six months.

Courts will be constituted at the place of occurrence of atrocity to enable the witnesses to come 

boldly. The witnesses will be paid for the lost of wages on the dates of hearing.

b) The Scheme of Remedial and Special Coaching for upgration of merit of SCs and STs and pre-metric 

scholarships for SC and ST boys and girls will further be extended and reforms in this regard will be 

implemented with sincerity.

c) The SC Cooperative Finance Corporation will be strengthened with funds needed for the purpose.

d) The Wells Scheme will be launched to provide irrigation wells to small and marginal farmers 

belonging to SC, and STs.

e) Scavanging  system will be totally abolished and the affected people will be rehabilitated.

f) A special SCSP - Plan for Scheduled Castes will be implemented whereby 16.2% of the budget 

is to be earmarked and brought into a separate budget head, safeguarding the interest of all 

sub-castes of SCs.

g) The nodal agencies created under the chairmanship of the Chief Minister, the Ministers of Social 

Welfare and Tribal Welfare will be activated and expenditure monitored every month, without 

diversions/surrenders.

h) Abolition of untouchability, the two-glass system, restriction on entry into the temples and 

restriction on the use of public drinking water wells by SC/ST are our main concern. Necessary 

action will be taken in this regard to root out all such social evils.

i) Assigned lands would be developed as per the package of supply of pair of bullocks, irrigation wells, 

power, improved seeds, fertilizers, pesticides etc. with crop insurance.

j) The Protection of Civil Rights Act, 1955  will be sincerely implemented.
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k) Hostel accommodation for SC students will be increased.

l) Collateral security for loans upto Rs. one lakh for SC, ST, BC, Minorities, Women, etc. will be given by 

the concerned corporation

m) The reports of National Commission for SC & ST, the annual reports of the Parliamentary Committees 

on SC & ST and A.P. Legislature Committees will be studied and the relevant recommendations will 

be implemented.

n) Ambedkar Chairs and Mahatma Phule Chairs will be opened in all the universities to promote the 

study of their thoughts.

o) Assistance will be given for setting up Babu Jagjivan Ram Bhawans.

p) Free house sites will be given to all the eligible families.

q) LIDCAP will be activated and adequate funds will be given. Training facilities in latest technologies will 

be provided to those in the leather industry.

r) Praja Rajyam is keen to end the animosity between sections of scheduled castes on the demand for 

classification. Praja Rajyam will appoint a committee to suggest a scientific classification to the 

satisfaction of all.

SCHEDULED  TRIBES

nTribal University, Tribal Health Directorate, Tribal Museum, Tribal Institute of Medical Research will be set 

up in the tribal areas.

nEach of the tribal districts will be given a B.Ed College and a PG College.

nIn all big tribal villages, Tribal Bhavans will be built and named after tribal leaders.

nFor filling up of the posts in tribal areas, extra incentives will be given to teachers, doctors, nurses and all 

other employees.

nNo.1 of 70 Act meant for the tribal areas will be implemented in full force.

nForest wealth will be considered as wealth of the tribals and forest produce will be utilised for their welfare 

only.

nTribals, displaced by the construction of irrigation projects and industries, will be first rehabilitated 

at places of their choice by allotting lands close to their village or by purchasing developed ayacut 

lands under the projects for their benefit.
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nTribals will be provided with free houses and jobs by the industries which acquire their land for the 

establishment of such industries.

nProvision of roads, electricity, water, buses to all the interior tribal villages will receive our utmost attention.

nThe earmarked funds under Tribal Sub-Plan @ 6.98% of the plan budget would exclusively be spent for 

the development of the STs only and there will be no diversion or surrender.

nA special scheme of massive afforestation to augment employment opportunities for the tribals will be 

launched.

nThe tribal laws and practices, which are customary, will be safeguarded.

nSpecial courts will be constituted in tribal areas to protect the rights of tribal people.

nThe Girijan Cooperative Corporation will ensure remunerative prices for tribal products.

nThe SC, ST Commission will be bifurcated and a separate ST Commission will be constituted.

nAccess to medical facilities will be improved. We will ensure that there will be no Malarial deaths.

nPRP will establish Tribal Districts wherever feasible.

nFree house sites will be given to all the eligible families.

nTribal habitations consisting of 500 population and above in plain areas will be recognised as 

Panchayats.

nITDAs will be introduced in plain areas for the benefit of STs.

nSeparate Study Circles will be established in Hyderabad and wherever required.

Tribal Advisory Council will be formed in the plain areas or alternatively representation will be given in the 

existing Tribal Council. All major tribal groups will be represented in the Council.

RESERVATIONS

nWe believe that our responsibility does no end by giving political representation alone to a token numbers 

of BCs, SCs and STs and underprivileged sections. Reservations are not about a share in poverty but a 

stake in the prosperity.

nWe believe that wealth creation and equitable distribution would obliterate the caste and communal 

divide. So we would strive for an inclusive society with objective economic development as the solution 

than rhetoric in dealing with this Issue.

nThe Supreme Court's limit of 50% reservation will be taken up on appeal. In the States like 

Tamilnadu there are more than 65% reservations and in the North-Eastern States there is 100% 

reservation. Therefore, there is no basis for pegging reservations at 50% only. If necessary, 

Constitution should be amended.

nAll the backlog vacancies will be filled up through special recruitment drives within the next two years.
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nThere should be suitable reservations for Economically Backward Classes also in government 

jobs.

nThere will be no de-reservation. Whenever de-reservation is recommended on the grounds of non-

availability of candidates, they will be examined and wherever necessary, qualifications and experience 

will be relaxed. A special training programme for 3 to 6 months will be conducted in order to make these 

candidates competent to occupy those posts.

nPersons, producing false caste certificates and enjoying the benefit of reservations, will be 

severely dealt with not only by canceling their appointments, but also by awarding imprisonment 

as per the Law.

BACKWARD  CLASSES

Praja Rajyam's commitment to undertake special measures in favour of socially and educationally backward 

classes, including reservations in jobs, is an article of faith and is a basic plank of the party's policy. In 

implementing these measures, preference will be given to the poorer sections among the backward classes.

nThe Party will set up a statutory Backward Classes Commission.

nA commission will be set up to study in detail the problems of backward classes.

nPRP will ensure various artisans co-operative societies to serve the genuine backward class people.

nPRP will ensure that those who pursue traditional professions get a decent income. PRP Government will 

supply modern implements and provide loans to these sections.

nMarketing facilities will be provided for the goods produced by the artisans.

nAll backlog vacancies meant for BCs will be filled up.

nThe number of hostels for BC boys and girls will be increased and the existing ones improved.

nA Commission will be constituted to study the conditions of the artisans and suggest measures for 

their improvement.

nA suitable ex-gratia will be given to toddy tappers, weavers, cattle rearers, goldsmiths, tailors etc. in case 

of accidental deaths.

nAs there is no correct census of the backward classes, we will recommend to the Central Government to 

include BCs in the 2011 census.

nA Special Component Plan for all the 109 BCs will be formulated and implemented on the lines of 

SC/ST Plan. The most backward classes among them will be paid particular attention.

Weavers:

nWe will make a re-survey to record the number of looms and the number of societies.

nWe will implement welfare schemes for the weavers. Thrift Fund scheme will be restored.
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nWe will provide financial assistance through banks to independent weavers and workers who work under 

master weavers and those in the Cooperative sector.

nWe will ensure regular supply of yarn, colours, chemicals etc. for the weavers at subsidized prices.

nWe will implement E.S.I., gratuity, pension and insurance schemes for the weavers in the unorganized 

sector.

nWe will see that social security bill, passed by the Parliament, is implemented in the State scrupulously.

nWe will set up Handloom Development and Welfare Board for the benefit of weavers.

nWe will provide marketing facilities for the products of independent weavers and master weavers.

nWe will recognize handloom industry as a cottage industry and will provide permanent employment 

schemes through the Janata Sarees and Dhotis Scheme.

nWe will create Weavers' Security Fund to extend financial assistance when the handloom industry 

is in crisis.

nCounselling centres will be set up in places inhabited by weavers to prevent suicides and other untoward 

incidents.

nWe will develop rural handloom clusters taking Mandal as a unit.

nWe will make the handloom industry self-sufficient. We will revive APTEX and provide marketing facilities 

to its products. APCO will be strengthened.

nWe will provide loans at 25 paise interest for purchase of implements. We will improve power looms in 

place of those outdated looms.

nThe PRP Government will give guarantee for the loans secured by weavers.

nWe will encourage value addition products, as well as new designs of power looms.

nWe will ensure proper implementation of all Central and State Government schemes meant for the benefit 

of weavers.

nSubsidised power supply will be given to power looms.

nAdditional textile parks will be established in districts like Nalgonda, Warangal, Mehboobnagar and other 

places where the weaving activity is considerable.  The existing dormant  textile parks will be revived.

n PRP will  implement comprehensive welfare measures to weavers.

nPRP will protect the handloom industry by ensuring intellectual property rights by patenting their products 

of different areas like Dharmavaram, Pochampalli, Gadwal etc.

nPRP will ensure minimum wages to all weavers.

nPRP will ensure that every weaver will own a loom and house-cum-workshed.

nPRP will ensure marketing of their products.
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Toddy Tappers:

nWe will provide rights to toddy tappers for trees on government lands and abolish tax on the trees.

nWe will provide all facilities for planting new trees in place of the old.

nThe existing assistance for toddy tappers in cases of accidents will be reexamined to ensure quick 

payment.

Fishermen:

nIntegrated Fishermen's Welfare Board will be set up to provide financial help and credit facility to the 

fishermen.

nFishermen's Cooperative Society will be given rights for the fish in village ponds and tanks. They will be 

given rights to participate in auctions.

nResidential school for fishermen's children / one school for one or two coastal districts will be set up.

nProvision of pakka houses to all fishermen, with protected drinking water facility in the colony.

nInsurance coverage will be provided for fishermen on the lines of toddy tappers insurance.

Sheep rearers:

nWe will activate the Sheep Rearers Co-operative Federation

nSlaughter houses will be brought under the control of the Federation.

nSheep rearers will be provided with financial help and credit through the Federation in a single window 

system.

nWe will provide vaccines and medicines to the sheep rearers.

nInsurance scheme for sheep will be introduced and the premium will be paid by the Government.

nThe G.O. issued earlier to enable the use of tree branches for animals and sheep will be implemented. 

Sheep rearers will be permitted to take the sheep for grazing in forest land. Govt. of India will be moved for 

permission.

nMobile dispensaries will be provided for the treatment of animals and sheep.

nMatching loans will be extended to sheep-rearers registered societies by BC Welfare Finance 

Corporation.

Uppara (Sagara):

nWe will immediately start the Sagara Federation by providing suitable funds.

nThe construction works will be treated as occupation of Sagaras.

nConstruction jobs upto Rs.1 crore will be allotted to Sagaras without E.M.D.
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Vaddera:

nWe will strengthen the Vaddera Co-operative Societies by providing suitable financial assistance.

nWe will encourage formation of societies for stone crushing units.

nVaddera Co-operative societies will be given lease rights on quarries.

nPRP will support inclusion of Vadderas in the list of Scheduled Tribes.

nAccident insurance scheme for Vadderas will be provided for  Rs.2 lakhs.

nIdentity cards will be given to Vadderas .

nWorks upto Rs.50,00,000 will be alloted to Vaddera societies without E.M.D.

Valmiki:

nWe will create a separate Federation for the financial development of Valmikis (Boyas).

nWe will take steps for inclusion of Boyas in plain areas among STs.

Rajakas:

nWe will support the demand of Rajakas for inclusion in the list of Scheduled tribes.

nFree electricity supply will be provided to Dhobi Ghats constructed under the supervision of Government.

nWe will strengthen the A.P Washermen Co-op Societies Federation, both financially and administratively.

Kummaras:

nSeparate places will be earmarked for the earth required by Kummaras. They will be given the earth free.

nKummara Co-op Society will be given credit facilities.

Nayee Brahmins:

nThe Nayee Brahmin Co-op Societies Federation will be strengthened with suitable financial assistance.

nfinancial aid will be given to self-employment schemes like beauty parlors.

nMusic schools will be promoted for employment of instrumentalists/artists.

nFree power will be given to barber shops.

Darjis:

nTechnical training schools will be set up for Tailors. After training, they will be given employment in apparel 

parks.

nCredit will be provided to those who set up their own tailoring shops.
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Kammara (Vishwa Brahmins):

nSuitable financial assistance will be given for purchase of machines and modern equipment by Vishwa 

Brahmins.

nRaw-materials like coal, iron and wood will be supplied on subsidy.

Nomadic & semi nomadic tribes:

nThe nomadic and semi-nomadic tribes are gradually fading away. PRP Govt. will issue identity cards and 

ration cards to them. Special provision will be made for them to exercise their voting rights. Wherever 

possible, cultivable land will be allotted to them. Housing colonies will be built and a Federation will be set 

up for them.  

Rickshaw pullers, auto rickshaw, taxi & lorry drivers and  cleaners

The PRP will assist the rickshaw pullers, auto rickshaw drivers, taxi and lorry drivers who do not own their 

vehicles, in purchasing vehicles by providing loans, through banks and specially created Finance agencies, at 

a very low rate of interest. They will be encouraged to establish cooperatives. All registered auto and lorry 

drivers and cleaners will be insured upto Rs. 1.00 lakh and the premium will be paid by the government.

For owner driven auto rickshaws road tax will be removed.

Rikshaw pullers will be provided with rain coat and two pairs of dresses.

ECONOMICALLY BACKWARD CLASSES

The economically backward people will be given house sites. The site will be allotted in the name of woman 

head of the family. It will be in the form of allotment letter in the first instance. After issue of D-Form Patta, the 

land will be mortgaged to the Government for its loan and a second charge will be permitted on it for other bank 

loans, irrespective of membership in DWACRA groups.

nIt is proposed to start a separate EBC Finance Corporation like BC Finance Corporation, which will 

be administered by the BC Welfare Department. All schemes, applicable to BCs, will be 

implemented for EBC also by this Finance Corporation.

nEBC Finance Corporation extends its activities to all eligible EBCs including Brahmins, Vysyas etc.

nAll eligible EBC students will be extended scholarships and fee re-imbursement in all educational 

institutions on par with BC students. The annual income limit will be RS.1,00,000/- per annum.

nThere will be separate hostels for EBCs, especially for girl students. Alternatively, accommodation will be 

provided in the BC Hostels for EBCs also by proportionately increasing the in-take and the number of 

hostels.

nIn the BC residential schools also, 25% seats will be earmarked for EBC students by suitably increasing 

the in-take.

nIn all BC study circles, a minimum of 25% seats will be earmarked for EBCs by augmenting the in-take.

n15% of weaker sections housing will be earmarked for EBC families in both urban and rural areas.
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MINORITIES

nAn important pre-requisite of secularism is the protection and development of minorities. PRP will 

implement all possible measures towards this end.

nPRP will take responsibility for safeguarding the Constitutional and legal rights of Minorities and promote 

the legitimate interests of the religious, linguistic and ethnic minorities.

nSpecial Courts will be constituted to try communal offences.

nA composite Rapid Action Force will be established with the specific task to deal with the communal riots.

nA substantial percentage of jobs in such forces will be provided to minorities.

nA proper independent cell will be established at the communally sensitive areas and officers will be 

carefully selected for such areas.

nSelf-employment schemes will receive special emphasis by PRP to promote the welfare of minorities.

nBank loans will be extended to minorities with special emphasis for their development.

nMaximum assistance will be provided for promoting and accelerating the pace of education among the 

minorities. Facilitator will be provided for study in Urdu.

nPRP will ensure that educational institutions of Minority communities will continue to receive 

Constitutional and legal protection. Financial assistance will be given to students for pursuing higher 

studies.

nFacilities will be provided for teaching science subject in Madrasas. Mid-day meal scheme will be 

introduced in Madrasas.

nLiberal grants will be given to Urdu libraries.

nThe Waqf Board under the Act will be seen to be a proper instrument for protection of Waqf 

properties. It will be examined if the Board can be given more powers.

nWaqf properties will not be sold. PRP will examine whether income from Waqf properties can be 

utilised for maintenance of burial grounds, Maqburas, Masjids Shaadikhana, and Dargahs and for 

payment of salaries to those manning them pesmams. Hostels will be constructed in Waqf 

properties for minority students.

nSimilarly, action will be taken for the protection of properties belonging to Minorities like 

Christians, Parsis, Zoroastrians, Sikhs, Buddhists, etc. Burial grounds will be provided where 

necessary.

nPRP will ensure the implementation of Justice Rajender Sachar Committee report.

nAll necessary steps will be taken for promotion of Urdu language. Facilities will be provided for study in 

Urdu.
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nThe Congress Government has tried to hoodwink the Muslims by announcing 4% reservation in 

employment and education without any Constitutional amendment. As a consequence, the decision is 

embroiled in legal battle. PRP feels that the reservation for Muslims must be implemented.

The matter will be pursued in the court and PRP will insist for constitutional amendment for 

reservation for Muslims in employment and education.

nBetter arrangements will be made for Haj Pilgrims from the State.

nThough the Government announced the establishment of Christians Finance Corporation, still it has not 

taken shape. The PRP will take immediate steps to start this and Corporations for other Minorities like 

Buddhists, Sikhs, Parsis etc.

nThere is a demand that Dalit Christians should be given reservation facilities as in the case of Scheduled 

Castes. PRP will appoint a committee to work out details.

nPRP Government will assist Christian pilgrims desirous of visiting Bethlehem (Jerusalem), the birthplace 

of Lord Jesus Christ. A package will be announced for them.

SENIOR  CITIZENS

nAt present an amount of Rs. 200/- per month is given as pension to senior citizens holding white ration 

cards. PRP will increase this pension to Rs. 500/- p.m. Pensions for widows will also be increased to 

Rs.500/- p.m.

nPRP will ensure setting up of an old age home in each District. Voluntary organizations coming forward to 

set up such Homes will be given free land by the Government. The State Government will give annual 

grants to the Homes run by NGOs and ensure proper functioning of the same.

nAll senior citizens will be provided 50% concession in R.T.C. buses and private transporters will be 

persuaded to extend the same concession. This condition may be imposed while registering and giving 

transport permits to private buses.

nA separate Department will be set up in the State Secretariat for supervising the welfare of senior 

citizens.

nIt will be ensured that senior citizens get separate treatment in hospitals, government offices and other 

public places.

nPolice will be instructed to render all possible assistance to senior citizens in case of need.

nOur senior citizens deserve our gratitude and support. PRP will examine their further needs and demands 

in the spirit of 'care, concern and compassion'.

nA financial assistance of Rs. 3,000/- will be given to all the BPL families to conduct the last rites of the 

deceased.

PERSONS WITH SPECIAL ABILITIES

nA  marriage incentive of Rs. 25,000/- as against the present amount of Rs.10,000/-, will be given to a 

person who marries a challenged spouse.
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nThere will be a job guarantee for eligible challenged persons, either in government or in private sector. If a 

government job can not be provided, PRP will implement a self employment scheme with government 

assistance of Rs. 50,000/-. Those persons, who cannot be provided with either government job or self-

employment, will be given a monthly pension of Rs.1,000/-.

nThe Government will provide artificial limbs and hearing aids free of cost to all challenged persons and 

the deaf.

nPhysically challenged people will get free medical aid in all government hospitals.

nAll blind students will be provided free Braille script books and other tools. They will be extended 

assistance for writing examinations and also for reading books.

nSpecial schools will be established for dyslexic persons, at least one in each region of the State with 

teacher specialized in teaching children of attention deficiency syndrome.

nThere will be residential schools for the blind, deaf and also physically challenged students, one for each 

district.

nReservations for job’s and education will be increased for the challenged persons.

DESTITUTES

nThe Government will support setting up of one Children's Home in each district for destitute children. If 

NGOs come forward to establish such Homes, the Government will provide free land and incentives.

The Government will set up or encourage NGOs to establish a few Destitute Homes in the State for elders 

also.

nPRP will eradicate beggary totally in the State by enacting appropriate law. Rehabilitation Homes will be 

set up for beggars in each of our cities and towns.

nAll widows, not supported by any family members, will be given a one time financial assistance of Rs. 

25,000 for the age group of 18 years to 40 years and Rs. 20,000 for the age group of 41 years to 65 years.

LABOUR

nA commission on rural labour to study the problems faced by them was established in the past, but little 

has been done to implement its report. The PRP will resurrect that report and implement its suggestions.

nAll industrial workers will be covered by insurance, PF and ESI benefit.

nPRP will evolve a special social security scheme for the workers in the unorganized sector.

nPRP is committed to the workers’ participation in the management. We will actively promote the formation 

of workers’ cooperatives to turn around the sick industries and companies. The stock of the public sector 

undertaking will be sold to such cooperatives on a preferential basis.

nThe representation of the workers will be ensured at the Board level as well.
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nPRP believes that the labour should not only bear the pains of growth but should also enjoy its gains in a 

proper measure. There will be a linkage between the wages and productivity.

nThe labour will be equipped with extensive training and skill development in this age of technological 

change.

nPRP is committed to rendering social and economic justice to farming labour. It will ensure that the wages 

of these sections do not fall below the statutory minimum. Besides extending the benefits of existing laws, 

new laws would be enacted, wherever necessary, to ensure fair wages, security of tenure and better living 

conditions of the farm labourers.

nPRP is totally against the bonded labour system and it will endeavour for their emancipation.

nSeparate welfare boards will be set up in the unorganized sector covering various sections like: Auto 

rickshaw and Taxi drivers, Washermen, Hair dressers, Domestic servants, Tailors, Handicraft workers, 

Artists, Footwear and leather processing workers, stone cutters etc.

GOVERNMENT  EMPLOYEES  AND  TEACHERS

Government employees play a pivotal role in providing a good governance as well as in the implementation of 

various welfare schemes announced by the Government from time to time. The PRP will take all necessary 

steps for the welfare of the government employees including those of the Public Sector undertakings.

At present, the number of living quarters for government employees is dwindling day by day and some of the 

existing colonies have been handed over to other organizations. PRP will undertake construction of colonies 

for government employees with all necessary facilities including dispensaries, malls and markets. Bus 

services will be provided from distant colonies to the Secretariat and other Government Office Complexes.

For those who want to construct their own houses, house sites will be given at reasonable price. Housing loans 

will be enhanced from Rs. 3 lakhs to Rs. I0 lakhs as per eligibility.

Instead of the present system of reimbursement of medical bills health cards will be issued to government 

servants.

An additional 10% interim relief would be given to all the govt. employees, including the teachers etc, 

pending finalization of the report of the Pay Commission.

A one time financial assistance of two months salary will be given to the families of the deceased govt 

employees and will consider reintroduction of compassionate appointments.

Retirement benefits will be cleared and paid on the date of retirement itself.

If required, a service weightage of  5 years would be given to those opting for early retirement.

Teachers:

50% reservation will be provided to women in the recruitment of teachers posts

Much higher remuneration and multiple modes of employment will be provided for school teachers to attract 

talent to the teaching profession.
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Training, working conditions, wages and career development opportunities for teachers will be improved.

The services of temporary teachers in Degree and Junior Colleges and Vidya Volunteers will be regularized by 

the PRP Government.

Engineering and Medical Colleges faculty will get UGC and AICTE pay scales.

Special protection will be given to women teachers.

Women grievances cell for schools and Degree colleges will be established at the district level and State levels 

also to address the grievances of women teachers.

For the university faculty pay revision announced by the UOC will be automatically implemented without any 

delay.

WOMEN  AND  CHILD  WELFARE

Women Welfare:

nProgrammes for emancipation and empowerment of women and their welfare will receive 

unprecedented boost from Praja Rajyam Party.

nOur party would forge ahead with women centric social reforms starting with economic empowerment for 

women.

nThe national perspective plan for women and children will be implemented vigorously.

nThe Integrated Rural Energy Programme to promote the use of alternative energy sources for cooking, 

heating and lighting will be encouraged for the benefit of women.

nThe Equal Ratio Act will be enforced. It ensures equal pay for equal work for women.

nThe legal provisions in respect of offences relating to dowry will be strictly enforced.

nHigh priority will be given to the Suppression of Immoral Trafficking Act and rehabilitation of sex workers 

will be taken up on a large scale.

nThe ban on the indecent representation of women on posters, advertisements, hoardings, etc. will be 

strictly enforced.

nPRP will strictly implement the Domestic Violence (Prevention) Act and will come to the rescue of the 

unfortunate women who are subjected to physical, mental and psychological violence by their husbands 

or in-laws.

nAll the women folk will be brought under the Self-Help Groups programme (DWACRA) and Pavala Vaddi 

Scheme will be extended to all these sections after training them to improve their skills in areas relevant to 

them. Some DWACRA groups will, together, be encouraged to set up a small-scale industry.
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nRs.50/- per day will be paid to women belonging to self help groups for attending training classes to 

improve their skills and marketing abilities.

nWe will enforce the rule that in all applications/certificates relating to educational, medical, govt. and non-

govt. organizations, mother's name will also be mentioned along with the father's name.

nAtrocities on women and eve teasing will be dealt with a severe hand.

nOur priority would be to ensure security for women in schools, colleges and work places. We will assume 

uncompromising stance against female foeticide and violence against women. We would ensure 

exemplary punishments to sexual offenders. We are committed to rooting out this social evil.

nAll the illicit liquor shops (belt shops) will be removed. No wine shop will be allowed within one Km radius 

of schools, colleges, universities, temples, mosques, churches, gurudwaras, etc. There will be only one 

liquor shop in a village or a ward in the town. Liquor shops will be allowed to do business only between 10 

AM and 7 PM and on 5 days a week. Teh thrust of our policy would be to wean away people from hard 

drinks. The ultimate aim of PRP is to introduce Prohibition in phases.

nWomen employees will be encouraged to spread awareness about the evils of drinking and also the 

benefits of population control, safeguards against AIDS etc.

nPRP will propose for immediate passing of the Women's Reservation Bill by the Parliament. Till such time, 

political parties will be requested to field a reasonable number of women in the Legislative Assembly, 

Council and Parliament elections.

nParticular schemes would be introduced to ensure adequate nutritional support to pregnant women.

nBetter training and increased community midwifes and provision of Govt. run mother and child care 

centres, mobile maternity counseling units would reach out to mothers in remote areas.

nIn view of the prevalence of Aids and post marriage complications leading to divorce, PRP suggests 

medical examination for the bride and bridegroom before marriage.

nThe A.P women's commission, which is now dormant, will be reactivated.

nIn midday meal daily one egg will be given

nA maternity assistance to pregnant women in BPL families will be given at the rate of Rs.1000/- per month 

for 6 months-   3 months before delivery and 3 months after delivery.

nPRP’s aim is that no child or mother should die for lack of medical facility.  The services of gynecologists 

from the nearby private hospitals/nursing homes would be made available in rural areas to ensure safe 

delivery.

nAmbulances with facilities for emergency deliveries will be stationed at Mandal Headquarters.

nSevere action will be taken against labs which disclose gender of the child.

nA helpline will be started for the benefit of women who are under pressure from the family members for 

abortion.
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nFamily planning campaign will be given a big boost.

nWomen doctors will be employed in all Public Health Centers.

nMother Theresa Women’s Education Scheme will be started to promote literacy among all women within 

the age group pf 45 yrs and below in a period of three years.

nLaws related to prevention of ragging in schools and colleges will be implemented strictly. Management 

will be held responsible for the incidents within the organization's premises and the police outside the 

premises.

nPRP will try for suitable amendments in the Protection of Women from Domestic Voilence Act, to make it 

more effective.

nPRP will give preference to the SHG women in the local body elections.

nTo prevent illegal trafficking of women special task forces will be formed under the SP in each district, so 

that this cell can coordinate with the police of other states for effective action against the illegal traffickers. 

Special rehabilitation programs will be launched for the rescued women.

nAll Girls schools and hostels will be provided with adequate sanitary and toilet facilities.

nPRP will introduce a scheme called "Pasupu Kumkuma" to deposit sufficient amount at the time of birth of 

a girl child so as to yield Rs. one lakh at the age of 18 years. To encourage girl's education, additional 

amounts of Rs. 10,000, Rs. 15,000 and Rs. 25,000 will be given after the girl passes 8th class, 10th class 

and Intermediate.

Child  Welfare:

nPRP is committed to the concept that our children are our most precious natural treasure.

nThe Universal Immunisation Programme and the Oral De-hydration Programme will cover the entire child 

population of the State.

nThe Integrated Child Development Scheme is in doldrums and PRP will see that it is properly 

implemented all over the State.

nLaws against the child labour are not implemented properly now. The laws in this regard will not only be 

strengthened, but zealously implemented.

nTo prevent child labour and put kids in school, we would provide incentives to poor parents to encourage 

them to send their children to schools and feed them there. We will give childhood back to those child 

labourers and all youngsters.

nLaws have to be properly framed even today and sincerely implemented to protect the girl child and to 

emancipate them from the clutches of the anti social elements.

nA school health programme will be implemented compulsorily in each school. A health card will be given 

for each child. Health check will be completed in six months for all the school children on a massive scale 

and it will be conducted once in every year. Detection of any ailments will be referred to the hospitals.
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YOUTH  &  EMPLOYMENT

India is a youthful nation. Over 60% of our people are below 45 years of age. PRP would give prominent 

leadership role to the youth, both in the party and in the government.

PRP believes that youth must be an integral part of the process of social service and national reconstruction. 

The scheme of National Service and other such schemes will be strengthened and implemented. Special 

schemes meant for youth will be devised and implemented in the fields of education, culture, sports and 

national service

nThe youth will be involved in adult education programmes and in the planning at both district and mandal  

levels.

nThe youth will be encouraged in social reform which is crucial to social cohesion and progress. Marriage 

without dowry, inter-caste and inter-communal marriages, adoption of orphans by childless families, 

eradication of alcoholism, stoppage of child marriages etc. are some of the matters in which the youth 

shall be deeply involved. The PRP will encourage all these activities with appropriate incentives.

nThe interactive online information for tracking University Zones, Youth Centres and Empowerment 

Channels would be set up.

nWe will conduct quarterly and annual youth conferences throughout the State to update our 

requirements.

nEntrepreneur development, motivation of Youth Counselors and self-employment opportunities would 

be taken up in all schools, colleges and universities.

The following programmes would be taken up by the Youth Welfare Department:

a) Citizen Value Points

b) Psychological Counselling

c) Rehabilitation Programmes

d) Anti-Corruption Programmes (Community Service)

a - Citizen Value System would include the participation of youth in programmes like Pulse Polio, Dots, 

Aids, traffic awareness, helping organizers of old age homes and institutions for the disabled, health 

care services, etc.

b - Psychological counselling would include removing negative process, temptations and anti-social 

elements, homicides, attempts at suicide, etc.

c - Rehabilitation programmes would include the removal of addiction to alcohol, drugs etc. 

Andhra Pradesh is second in the country in liquor consumption. Between 2004 and 2008, the number 

of people consuming liquor has increased by 61 %.

d - Anti-corruption programmes would include bringing to light the corrupt practices of the employees 

and politicians.
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Training in the following areas will be strengthened to make our youth contribute their best in the removal 

of 

nDiscrimination on the basis of religion and caste; Traffic offences; Inefficient governance; Dowry system;  

Pollution; Cruelty towards animals; Middlemen in administration; Crime; Unequal distribution of wealth; 

Drug dependency; and Brain-Drain.

nYouth will show interest in matters like improvement of Government Hospitals, Sex education and control 

of price rise.

nCompulsory Service by youth in Military/NSS/NCC/Scouts & Guides etc. will be enforced.

Sports:

Development of sports will be given priority.

nSports must become part of curriculum in all schools and colleges.

nSports kits will be supplied to all the schools and colleges in the State.

nPhysical Education Teachers will be appointed in all schools.

nSports stadia will be constructed in all the districts, followed by all Mandals.

nSports schools and sports associations will be run by sportsmen and not by 'sports lovers', politicians or 

bureaucrats.

nA national level Sports Institute will be established in the State. Sports schools and colleges will also be 

set up in all districts as feeder channels for this Sports Institute.

TACKLING  UNEMPLOYMENT

Growth in the economy increases the employment opportunities and this would be further improved. Planned 

development of the State with net addition to the workforce is the aim of PRP. The PRP will create an 

employment security net through employment generation programmes for the urban and rural areas.

nPRP will endeavour to provide employment  to the unemployed youth. PRP government will create 

10 lakh jobs in thousand days.

nThere are 30 lakh educated unemployed youth in Andhra Pradesh. The programmes like PMRY of 

Government of India and CMEY of A.P have really not addressed the grievances of the 

unemployed youth. So, the Department of Youth Welfare would be re-oriented. Each unemployed 

graduate youth will be paid a gratuity of Rs.1,000/- p.m. till he secures a job.

nAll the new industries will be directed to appoint a Telugu Director of Personnel to prevent even the posts 

of drivers, cleaners, peons, mechanics etc. going to people from other States from where these 

employing authorities come. We will take the requirements of new industries so that we can identify and 

train our youth who are basically ITIs, Diploma holders of polytechnics, engineering students etc. A 

training programme of two to six months will be taken up in the area required by the industries.
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nThe data base of unemployed work force would be entrusted to private organizations as the 

Employment Exchanges run by the Government have become obsolete.

nWe will set up actively functioning careers counselling, job centres that would search and match the skills 

of applicants to industries and jobs.

nAs it happens in rest of the world, we would reward industries to adopt a policy of equal opportunity 

employers so that the skills of physically challenged youth can be used.

nFor young entrepreneurs with projects, govt. would allocate funds to set them up and provide 

infrastructure.

nSelf Help Groups among unemployed youth will be encouraged and they will be given petty and 

small contracts like roads, buildings, culverts, drainages, pipelines and sand ramps etc upto Rs.10 

lakhs by nomination without EMD.

MEDICAL  AND  HEALTH  SERVICES

Medical and Health Services today seem to be growing fast in the unregulated private sector more than in the 

State sector. Medi-care has gone beyond the reach of the common man. Urgent intervention in this area is a 

social responsibility of the State.

Special attention would be paid to the improvement of the primary rural health care, district hospitals, 

referral hospitals and medical education.

The responsibility for the running of public health centres will be bestowed on Panchayat Raj 

institutions, with the focus on women and children.

Working along with national and international agencies. we will create a large army of primary health care 

workers that work on extensive health education. We will encourage health care personnel with incentives to 

work in rural and semi rural areas.

Maternal mortality due to unavailability of blood is a major cause of death in young women in rural areas. We 

would establish first class blood banks within reach of all medical centers.

The Congress Government in the State has introduced 'Rajiv Aarogyasri' scheme which, on the face of it, 

seems to be attractive and helpful to the middle classes and the poor. But in practice, this scheme has 

developed many snags. PRP will take all necessary steps to remove the snags and further strengthen the 

scheme. While huge sums of' money are given to the private hospitals, Government hospitals suffer from lack 

of resources to buy equipment, medicines, as well as to take up expansion works. It would be in the public 

interest, if our District Hospitals are developed on par with corporate hospitals, to meet the growing needs of 

the people for a better medical care facility.

Govt. District and specialty hospitals have massive infrastructure but lack adequate management, staff, 

support services, materials, security and accountability. We will retain as well as attract staff by significantly 

bringing up their pay scales.
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Good hospitals need adequate number of good medical, paramedical and support staff. The entire medical 

training and quality standards will be reviewed and revamped to bring them upto the standard.

nCreation and extension of medical facilities in tribal areas will be given top priority.

PRP will endeavour to establish autonomous super specialty hospitals in all districts and at least three 

General Hospitals in important municipal towns.

nMore mobile dispensaries will be introduced - at least one for each Mandal. 108 and 104 services will be 

strengthened.

nServices in rural areas will be made compulsory for admission not only to PG Medical courses, but also 

for entering the service per se.

nThere will be atleast a 30 - bed hospital in each Panchayat Mandal.

nRehabilitation centres will be set up for AIDS patients in all districts; voluntary agencies will also be 

assisted to establish such centres.

The PRP will regulate medical insurance services, so as to make them comprehensive and user- friendly. It will 

effectively regulate the medical care in private sector, so that they will discharge their social responsibility as 

stipulated in the agreements, while setting up hospitals, in regard to land, power, etc. at concessional rates.

nPRP will create a Graduate course in integrated medicine in the University of Health Sciences to man the 

medical services of the primary health centres at Mandal level.

nA separate A.P Rural Medical Service will be created.

nThe PRP will regulate the medical education in private sector, contain costs, improve the quality and 

persuade every medical college to run a graduate course in nursing and diplomas in para medical 

services.

nPRP will increase the number of seats in PG Courses, both in private and government teaching 

institutions and super specialty hospitals.

nCentre of Excellence for medical research will be created in all super specialty hospitals.

nWe will breath life back into a free and first class public health care system. We will bring hospitality 

back to our hospitals.

EDUCATION

nLiteracy, Education and Knowledge will be our Mantra.

nAccess to education for everybody is the aim of PRP.

nOver commercialization of education in our State has clearly established that the State has almost 

withdrawn from its core responsibility in this vital sector and has allowed the peddlers of education to 

make business of it, robbing its social purpose. If the situation continues like this, it will only make for a 
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divided society with access for the rich for quality education, while the poor suffer from the debilities of ill-

organized State schools.

nIt will be the endeavour of PRP to check forthwith commercialization of education, effectively 

regulate the private educational institutions, make provision in them for all deprived groups, while 

bringing in State intervention in a big way.

nWe would establish a uniform education platform for all pupils, regarding standards and examinations. 

More than 60% of intermediate students spend over a lakh for their education. We would establish good 

quality, free, intermediate. colleges in all districts for students who are bright but cannot afford suitable 

pre-university education.

nState schools will be re-organised, modernised and upgraded to compare with the best in the filed. A top 

class school will be set up in every Mandal for meritorious boys and girls in the rural areas.

nGovernment support will be given for all the poor students irrespective of the caste. Free bus 

passes will be given to students in rural areas to attend schools and colleges in nearby towns and 

cities.

nPRP will identify the communities where literacy rates are low and open a string of residential schools for 

their students.

nThe Post Matric Scholarships and special central assistance will be fully utilized. Construction of school 

buildings pending under Kendriya Vidaylaya Scheme and Kasturba Gandhi High Schools will be 

completed within a period of one year.

nFees for all Common Entrance Tests will be waived.

nEducation for all children upto Class 10th will be made free and compulsory. Girls education from 

K.G to PG will be free.

nEducation to all students of S.C., S.T., B.C. and economically backward classes studying in all 

government institutions upto PG will be free.

nTelugu language will be the medium of instruction upto Class V.

nThe syllabus of text books for all classes will be reviewed in order to bring up moral lessons and to include 

patriotic themes.

nAction will be taken to set up one Government Degree College for girls and boys in each Assembly 

constituency.

nTechnical institutions like ITIs will be modernised to make their training market- oriented.

nVocational training, specialized computer, linguistic and soft skills would be part of the curriculum to 

impart various career advantages to pupils. We would aim at all round development of our children so 

that they have the same opportunities as children in developed counters. Computer education will be 

made compulsory for all students above 6th class and computers will be provided in all schools and 

colleges.
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nFee charged by the private technical institutions will be regulated. Same management will not be 

permitted to run a regular school/college as well as a coaching centre.

nA common Universities Act will be brought incorporating the best features of all the Universities Acts in 

force.

nThe University education will be revamped limiting common courses and promoting specialisation for 

each University in the chosen and relevant areas.

nPRP will propose to the Central Govt. for the setting up of a university in the State for propagation of 

Gandhian thoughts and philosophy.

nMarketing linkages will be established between the Universities and industries.

nThe State Council of Higher Education will be strengthened by bringing all Government Degree Colleges 

and deemed Universities under it for better coordination.

nIrrespective of the caste, handsome scholarships and bank loans will be provided for all poor students 

securing admission on merit in professional colleges, both in government and private sector, as well as 

those going abroad for higher studies.

nMid- Day Meals Programme will be strengthened and made foolproof.

nWe will take up adult literacy on a large scale to eradicate illiteracy in the first year of our Government. 

Electronic Media will be used increasingly for adult education programmes.

nNCC or Scouts & Guides or sports will be made compulsory in all schools and will be part of curriculum.

nNo girl child would stop her education because of lack of safe, secured and hygienic hostel facility.

nIn private and government colleges 30% of seats will be reserved for students coming from rual areas.

INFORMATION  TECHNOLOGY

In order to further realize the benefits of IT industry and revolution, the following policy will be adopted by Praja 

Rajyam. IT, SEZs will be done away with and the Union Govt. Policy upto 2009 will be extended upto 2013. The 

matter will be taken up with the Centre.

Distribution of government incentives and largesses by previous regimes have been marked by corruption 

and nepotism. This has tended to encourage bad entities and fly by night operators obtaining undue benefit, 

while good companies have suffered. All the previous beneficiaries will be evaluated with regard to their 

capacities and actual performance and, where appropriate, benefits rescinded.

It will be the policy of the PRP to encourage the establishment of IT sector units in second tier cities and 

towns.

IT sector is vital to A.P economy. Hence, it is important that IT industrial units be run in compliance with 

corporate laws and highest ethical standards. A special unit will be set up to constantly monitor and nip in the 

bud, the problems with respect to corporate governance and ethics.
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The PRP Government will closely work with the IT industry in developing the appropriate training and soft skill 

development, so that an increasing pool of employees is available from deprived segments.

The safety of IT industry infrastructure and human resources is of high priority. Hence, a State level body will be 

set up to monitor and address the issues regarding (i) terrorist attacks and (ii) employee, especially female 

safety.

PRP will give importance to setting up of a computer lab in each village school with adequate facilities.

Setting up of an A.P State Commission on IT Education to verse and be responsible for IT education at the 

Mandal and district levels, through IT vocational institutes (set up as adjuncts to existing vocational training 

facilities or independent free standing entities).

Even now the Government Orders, rules and regulations are not available for the general public. It will 

be the policy of the PRP to ensure that every G.O. will be made available in a digitized form, in both 

English and Telugu, on the internet.

Primary Health Care Centres, mandal level hospitals and district level hospitals will be computerized so as to 

enable efficient hospital administration, as well as render better patient services, including maintenance of 

patient health records.

The functioning of IT units will be closely monitored to avoid scams like that involving Satyam. The PRP 

Government will unravel the mystery behind the collapse of  Satyam empire and punish those who duped the 

shareholders and employees.

LAW  &  ORDER

The State has been going through enormous law and order problems on five fronts. Extremism, Crime against 

women, Terrorist violence, Economic offences and Land-ownership-related violence, in addition to 

conventional crime. Our Police force and the Criminal Justice System have fallen short of good policing 

requirements. Also what is equally important is the much needed attitudinal change in the Police force.

We will uphold the rule of law and spare no effort in stopping people taking law into their hands. We will protect 

private as well as public property. At the same time we will strive to uphold civil liberties of all our citizens.

We recognize the Maoist movement, albeit a violent one, as basically emanating from socio-economic 

problems. It will be our aim to bring the underground Maoists into the mainstream of our society; our policy will 

have their rehabilitation as focus. We will take a lenient view of the criminal cases pending against them and 

help them settle down in life in appropriate occupations. We will ensure that there are no false encounters.

According to National Crime Records Bureau, Andhra Pradesh accounted for 13.3% of the crimes against 

women in the country in 2008. Sexual harassment cases were the highest in A.P at 30.3%.

We will consolidate the law governing the honour and safety of women and bring about radical changes 

in various legislations, so that an offender cannot escape the dragnet of law. In every district, we will set 

up a single point of contact for women to bring their problems and guide them to appropriate agencies 

for relief. A much larger role would be assigned to Women Welfare Department and functions like 
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counseling in the matter of marriage-related problems  would be entrusted to them and not to the Police 

as is done now.

Of late, a number of economic offences of enormous magnitude have been taking place in the State starting 

from Krushi and Global Trust Banks scams to the mammoth fraud perpetrated by Satyam Computer Services. 

Such kind of offences are bound to increase. Neither our Police force nor prosecutors or the courts are trained 

to handle burgeoning economic crimes. We will organize a multi-disciplinary Economic Offences Wing for 

investigating economic offences and a hierarchy of special courts to cope with this problem.

Terrorism will be a severe problem for our State in the next few years. From all available information, 

Hyderabad is high on the agenda of terrorists. To forestall this problem, we will organize well-trained 

counter-intelligence outfits and special investigation units. We will also establish a group of well trained 

commandos for rescue and relief operations in the event of any incident.

Thanks to the enormously increased land values around the Twin Cities, Visakhapatnam and other district 

towns, land-grabbing has become rampant. With a civil law that is weak and ridden with antiquated 

procedures, common man is nearly losing faith in the legal resolution of disputes giving room for a whole lot of 

musclemen making a living by intervening in these disputes or giving protection to illegal occupants of lands. 

The PRP will strengthen the existing law or bring in additional legislation and empower the police in dire 

situations to give protection to the aggrieved land owners. We will undertake a radical revision of law 

governing this area and afford legal protection to rightful owners.

After the terrorist attack on Mumbai, coastal security has assumed great importance. A.P has long coast line 

and as such, Special Coastal Security Force will be constituted by PRP Government.

REFORMS  IN  POLICE  ADMINISTRATION

nThere had not been any improvement, over the last 60 years, in the police administration in regard to the 

behavior of the police. Police ethos remains authoritarian as in the colonial days. There is no service 

orientation in the organization. We have the archaic laws in the police department. The Police Department 

is still an institution to act as an agent of the Government and does not enjoy the confidence of either the 

opposition parties or the deprived groups. Its functioning seems to give an impression that it is meant for 

the privileged sections of the society.

nAn autonomous economic offences bureau would be organized to combat the increasing white collar 

crime.

nThe recommendations of various Commissions, including the National Police Commission and the 

Ramachandra Reddy Commission of our State, remain unimplemented. The Supreme Court, in recent 

times, has given a few significant directions to all the States to bring in a new Police Act on the lines of the 

suggestions of the National Police Commission. The PRP will take action in this regard and the police 

being a State subject, its responsibility for the legislation will be duly discharged. It will be seen that this 

organization is service oriented and is accountable to the public and the community at large.

nA politically neutral, autonomous and accountable police force, respecting human rights, would 

undoubtedly improve its image among the people.
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nA citizen's charter that ensures honest practices in registering cases at police stations. Honest and 

professional police practices will be rewarded.

nWe will also appoint a Criminal Law Commission to review, repeal and modernize the State Laws 

and procedures governing the administration of criminal justice.

nThe appointment of S.Ps and other officers would be for a specific period of three years. They will be 

made responsible and accountable for their actions.

nThe police station would be a place where an ordinary citizen can visit without fear and his 

complaint is taken without any delay and harassment.

nThe security arrangements made for MLAs, MPs and other VIPs will be reviewed to cut down costs.

nSpecial Police will be trained intensively on the lines of CRP, Border Security Force etc. Their 

accommodation and rations will be free, and they will not work for more than 8 hours at a stretch.

nIt shall be the endeavour of our government to improve the working conditions of the constabulary and 

subordinate police officers. Steps will be taken to reduce their working hours.

JAIL / JUDICIAL  REFORMS

nNo criminal will walk free in our governance irrespective of political allegiance. We will ensure that there 

will be no political interference in police, judiciary and forensic matters.

nEqual, fair, affordable and timely justice to all. The intolerable situation of the under-trials 

languishing endlessly in prisons would be ended by clearing hundreds of thousands of cases that 

have long been pending. There will be a legal charter that ensures that cases are taken up and 

disposed of in a time frame.

nThere is an unfortunate tendency to convert civil cases into criminal cases and involve the police to settle 

what essentially is a civil dispute. A clear distinction will be made in civil and criminal disputes to prevent 

the misuse of the administration. The police power of arrest will be exercised discretely and will be 

properly circumscribed.

nIn Tihar Jail of Delhi, a number of reforms were introduced years back, They will be studied and 

implemented in all the jails in our State.

nSeveral under-trials are in prison for delay in trying the cases in courts. The courts are over crowded with 

cases. The exact number of judges, magistrates required will be assessed and recruitment made for 

quick disposal of cases through modem techniques.

nCorruption in judiciary will also be tackled effectively.

nNyaya Panchayats will be set up at village and MandaI level for quick disposal of petty cases.

nAll the vacant posts of Judicial Officers will be filled up on priority.
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FAMILY  COURTS

Apart from other matters, it should be ordered by the High Court and the law should be so framed that day to 

day hearing of cases would be the order of the day and the time for the counters need not be more than a week.

PERSONAL  LAWS

The PRP will adhere to the policy of desisting from any alteration in personal laws until an unequivocal demand 

is made by the section of the people governed by such personal law .

ADMINISTRATIVE  REFORMS

nWe shall make all out efforts to improve governance standards in administration which has suffered 

severe erosion during the last 15 years.

nIt will be the endeavour of the Praja Rajyam Party to create correctional mechanism in administration and 

ensure systematic improvement as recommended by the various Administrative Reforms Commissions.

nInter-se priorities in spending will be fixed by Government. Performance will be the only criterion in 

encouraging bureaucracy with a better appraisal and reward system.

nAn independent Administrative Board will be constituted to evaluate the performance of the 

officials for the purposes of transfers and promotions.

nAs delays breed corruption, the Government rules and regulations will be reviewed and revised to 

cut delays and also to remove the element of discretion.

nA Citizen's Charter will be prepared and displayed in each department.

nA Committee will be constituted to review the recently enacted Right to Information Act, which ha 

become virtually ineffective and selective. It will be made mandatory for all functionaries to provide 

information as required under the Act.

nDiscretionary powers will be minimized. Where inevitable, Departments will prepare guidelines for such 

discretion and publicize the same.

nA separate department of Social Justice and Empowerment will be set up in the secretariat to 

attend to the issues related to social justice and equality.

nPRP will ensure accountability of elected / nominated public representatives and officials. Appropriate 

performance appraisal mechanism will be formulated at each level of bureaucracy.

nDepartments will review schemes and issue orders by establishing mechanism for concurrent 

evaluation and monitoring all important government schemes.

nAs an enabler and facilitator for growth with social justice, administration will be 'citizen friendly' 

and forward looking.
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ERADICATION  OF  CORRUPTION

A major drain on public funds is at the highest levels of government. Less than 20% of the money 

intended for people reaches them. Our Govt. will be transparent, open and accountable. No corruption 

will be tolerated at high levels that have been a drain on our development. Stringent code of conduct for 

all legislators and elected representatives will be mandatory.

We will ensure that clear and simplified procedures at various levels would minimize confusion that 

forms the first step for corrupt practices.

The A.C.B. has recommended action against 150 IAS & IPS Officers, for which the Government has not been 

giving permission for further investigation thereon for the last several years. There should not be any need for 

permission from the Government to investigate whenever these cases are reported by the A.C.B., Vigilance 

Commissioner, etc.

All government servants, caught by A.C.B., amassed wealth to the extent of crores of rupees and during the 

last four years, the illegal money detected increased twenty times.

The institutions of A.P Lok Ayukta and Upa Lok Ayukta need to be revamped as they are taking several years to 

dispose of cases of corruption. More powers, including search and seizure, will be provided to these 

Institutions. If need be, more Upa Lok Ayuktas will be appointed for disposal of corruption cases expeditiously. 

The offices of the Vigilance Commissioner and Lok Ayukta would be merged with the latter becoming 

Ex-Officio Vigilance Commissioner.

Annual declaration of assets by Government servants should be studied by the Lok Ayukta and Vigilance 

Commissioner every year and disproportionate assets should be investigated.

The functions of the Departments of Anti-corruption and Vigilance & Enforcement would be redefined to 

eliminate overlapping.

MLAs also should file their declarations of assets not only at the time of elections, but also every year 

before the Speaker of the State Assembly. This is not being done at present. It will be made mandatory 

and the Speaker should ensure compliance with the rule.

An enquiry Commission with a sitting judge will be set up to go into political corruption and amassment 

of wealth beyond their known sources of income by politicians and people's representatives during the 

last 15 years.

PRICE  CONTROL

Prices of essential commodities have been sky rocketing in recent times. This has been caused and fuelled by 

wrong policies of the Government including inflationary anti-people budget. The result of the total 

mismanagement of the administrative apparatus and the economy has added to the woes of the common 

people.

PRP reiterates its firm resolve to arrest these tendencies and see that the prices of essential 

commodities and articles of common consumption do not rise steeply. Stern action will be taken 

against hoarders and profiteers who prosper at the misery of the poor people.
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The PRP Govt. will create a Price Fluctuation Control Fund and earmark Rs. 500/- crores for the same. 

Market intervention scheme will be put in place to control markets and prices of essential commodities.

The PRP is committed to further strengthen the Public Distribution System to cover all economically weaker 

sections of our population in order to protect them against high prices and shortages in the open market.

HIGH  TAX  REGIME  -  RELIEF  TO  THE  COMMON  MAN

Andhra Pradesh is perhaps the highest taxed State in the country. VAT on non-alcohol items goes upto 33% 

(on Petrol) and on alcohol as high as 70% leading to abnormal escalation of prices of all essential commodities 

and severely affecting the home budgets of the middle classes and the poor.

The tax on fuels will be gradually stabilized and reduced. The price of cooking gas will be further reduced.

There is heavy excise duty at present. The present process of auctioning liquor outlets, imposing abnormal 

excise duties on alcohol and high cost of bar licenses, has only succeeded in creating an enormous string of 

illegal liquor shops, called 'belt shops' and selling harmful illicit brews in the name of cheap liquor. It has also 

resulted in robbing the poor of their hard earned money while pretending to help them by way of subsidized 

rice and pulses. The whole policy is severely flawed and will be reviewed.

PRP will radically revise the whole excise policy, mount a sustained campaign against alcoholism and wean 

away people from hard drinks. Temperance would be the hallmark of our anti liquor campaign.

There is no rational way of assessing property values and property taxes. There was a time when registration 

charges were collected as fee for record keeping by the Government. This has come to be viewed as a source 

of revenue and resulting in irrational hikes in land values and assessment of urban properties. This is in 

addition to collecting about 10% as registration charges.

PRP will put an end to the irrational property value assessment, particularly urban and semi urban 

lands, and will bring down the registration charges gradually to about 5%.

TOURISM  AND  CULTURE

The PRP will give utmost importance to tourism and promote its active development by involving the local 

bodies. By creating an autonomous body called A.P Tourism Authority, merging the present Corporation and 

the Department, a new thrust will be given to tourism.

Irrigation projects, archaeological sites and religious places will be developed into places of tourism.

Cultural traditions associated with the ancient religious places will be refined and properly developed so that 

the new generation gets interest in the cultural heritage of the past.

PRP will ensure elimination of political interference in the working of temples, protect the properties of temples 

and utilise income from temples for their development and charitable purposes only.

Autonomous cultural bodies of artists, writers and intellectuals like Sangeetha Academy, Sahitya 

Academy and Natya Academy etc. would be started again to provide a thrust to these activities.
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Special attention would be paid to the development of Telugu Language and see that it is implemented 

as Official Language from village to secretariat level.

All classics will be produced in modern idiom and CDs, which will be made available at affordable prices so 

that the younger generation does not lose touch with their roots.

NON-RESIDENT  INDIANS

nWe will create an NRI department in the State Government to deal with NRls and their problems.

nIn China, the Govt. provides 1 Million US dollars to ex-patriates who are returning to China to set up their 

own business. This is offered to the people who meet certain criteria like having a Ph.D or having 10-15 

years of experience in certain fields. This encourages Chinese to go back to their country and start new 

business. The PRP will consider similar proposals to attract non-resident Indians to  Andhra Pradesh. In 

view of the present economic crisis in US, this may be beneficial to NRIs also.

nSpecial attention will be given to all real-estate related disputes of NRls so that they are encouraged more 

to invest in A.P.

nThe PRP will provide legal aid for needy NRls in places like the Gulf region where many Indians are held in 

jails without trial.

nWe will set up spoken English centres in Telangana and Godavari districts from where large number of un-

skilled people are going to the Gulf region.

nSkill enhancement centres will be started for Gulf immigrants.

nWe will provide distance education to encourage Gulf NRIs to become graduates/post-graduates.

nThe PRP will provide interest-free loans to cover travel-related expenses to valid work permit holders of 

NRIs in certain Gulf countries.

nSpecial attention will be paid to the needs of NRI parents whose children live abroad. This might be in the 

form of Homes, special medical care and security.

TELANGANA

Praja Rajyam will go ahead with the slogan of "Samajika Telangana".

Respecting the public opinion, Praja Rajyam will undertake and hasten all

the necessary legislative processes for the creation of separate State of

Telangana.
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PET  SCHEMES  OF  Y.S.R.

THE  TRUTH  BEHIND  HIS  CLAIMS

Faced with serious anti-incumbency mood of the people, the Chief Minister depends on some pet schemes to 

bail him out in the coming elections. The important among these schemes are (I) Jalayagnam (2) Indiramma 

Houses (3) Arogyasri (4) Pensions (5)Ration Cards and (6) 25 paise Interest Scheme. Except the pension 

scheme, all others suffer from serious deficiencies making the Chief Minister extremely nervous and touchy.

(1) JALAYAGNAM: The Chief Minister's prestigious scheme of Jalayagnam has slowed down. When the 

Congress Government came, initially it formulated proposals for 30 major irrigation projects at a cost of 

Rs.16,000 crores. After that, as there was a lot of pressure from peoples' representatives and on local 

demands, this number had reached 80, at an estimated cost of Rs.1.40 lakh crores. Out of the 80 projects, 30 

are major irrigation projects, 44 are medium and renovation of 6 old projects.

Things have not gone smoothly as the Chief Minister desired. During the last four and a half years, only 12 

medium projects have been completed, as well as the first phase of 13 major irrigation projects. As a result, 

only 19 lakh acres of additional ayacut has been created under 25 reservoirs. This is against the target of 1.07 

crore acres. So far, only Rs.36,000 crores have been spent, as against the latest estimated cost of Rs. 2.5 lakh 

crores. As per the present indications, it would take atleast another two decades for the completion of these 

projects.

In the name of mobilization advances, thousands of crores of rupees have been given to the contractors 

and much of it has gone to the pockets of those in the government. The State Government has diverted 

funds for the welfare schemes, depriving the irrigation projects of timely release of funds. The Chief Minister 

has recently approached the Centre to bail him out by way of grants and loans.

(2) INDIRAMMA HOUSES: The second prestigious scheme of construction of houses under the Indiramma 

scheme is also not going forward. Under the scheme, started three years ago, 19 lakh houses were 

sanctioned in the first phase. Of these, only 11 lakh houses have been completed. Without completing the 

remaining 8 lakh houses, the Government sanctioned another 20 lakh houses in the second phase and further 

25 lakh houses in the third phase. Though the Government announced that it would complete all these phases 

by the beginning of 2009, the ground situation is otherwise. Many of the houses are incomplete and the 

beneficiaries are drowned in unbearable debt trap.

The Government started another scheme, 'Rajiv Swagruha', for the benefit of middle classes and announced 

that 'Gruha Praveshams' would take place by Ugadi, 2009. But, so far not a single house has been 

constructed.

(3) AAROGYASRI: Under the Aarogyasri Scheme, white card holders are entitled to treatment at the selected 

corporate hospitals upto Rs.2 lakhs for certain diseases. It is, no doubt, a good scheme, which helps poor 

people to undergo costly surgeries, etc. but in practice, the scheme suffers from many snags which will be 

rectified by PRP government.

There is criticism that hundreds of crores of rupees are being paid to private hospitals, while government 

hospitals are neglected. For the short term publicity and electoral gain, the Government has become oblivious 

of the need for developing the government hospitals at the district and lower levels.
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(4) INFRASTRUCTURE: The Chief Minister, who boasts of his grand welfare plans, has completely 

neglected the infrastructure development in the State. For example, the National Highway No.9 has become 

dangerous for traffic, but for the last four and half years, nothing has been done to improve the situation. The 

Central Government has recently released the necessary funds and the Hyderabad- Vijayawada road will be 

developed into a four-lane road. God knows when this will be completed. 

The condition of roads all over the State is awful. Even in the capital city of Hyderabad, the condition of roads is 

unsatisfactory. The proposed coastal corridor from Srikakulam to Nellore is halted due to the agitation of 

farmers against the forceful land acquisition. Diversion of Krishna waters to Hyderabad city under the third 

phase has stopped with inauguration. 1) The Chief Minister's pompous announcements about a university for 

each district and airports in all major towns are still on paper. The Chief Minister also announced that all four 

stages of Outer Ring Road in Hyderabad will be completed before the elections. But only one phase has so far 

been completed. Though separate Veterinary and Horticultural Universities have been set up, so far the 

requisite infrastructure facilities have not been created for them. As developmental schemes are not likely to 

be completed soon, to secure him electoral gains, the Chief Minister is now concentrating on welfare 

schemes, like pensions, Rs. 2 kg. rice, loans, etc. We are sure the people of Andhra Pradesh will see through 

the game and vote out this corrupt government.

APPEAL

If you want the State of A.P. to be strong and self-reliant;

If you want the State of A.P. to be peaceful and harmonious;

If you want the State of A.P. to be rid of corruption, poverty and unemployment;

If you want the State of A.P. to attain the Constitutional concepts of social, political and economic 

justice;

If you want the State of A.P. to provide equality of opportunity and status to all;

If you want the State of A.P. to be a model for the balanced representation of various castes and 

communities in the Legislature.

VOTE FOR
PRAJA RAJYAM
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